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Long-Awaited Gas Well Soon To Be Reality

Action this week by the Murray
Common Council should be the final
step in a long-awaited move designed to
help prevent a shortage of natural gas
here next winter. The council has given
final approval to the purchase of a $1
million gas well near Madisonville.
Pipeline construction from the well to
a nearby Texas Gas Transmission
Corp. line which will bring the gas to
Murray, is to begin immediately, saki
Mayor Melvin Henley.
The city council voted to approve the
deal Thursday night.
The sale from Har-Ken Gas Co. of
Hopkins County will be finalized May 2,
officials said.
Henley said the decision follows 15
WINNING TEAM — This team of mathematicians from Murray High
School captured the coveted team trophy and four individual awards Thursday in the annual Murray State University mathematics tournament. They
are, front row,from the left William Smith, Tracy Beyer, Claudia Billington,
Krista Thomas. Second row,from left Michael Kurz, Natalie Simpson, Diana
Duncan, Stacey Smith,'Lynn Beatty. Third riaw from left, Jerry Kelly, Brent
Boston, Lewis Bossing, Dean Hainsworth, Greg Morton and fourth row
from left, Duane Dycus and Terry Smith. This is the fourth time in the past 5
years that the Murray High Schoot team has won the tournament.

months "of trying to get the federal
bureaucracy, gas companies and the
city all together on the deal at once."
Tommy Marshall, superintendent of
the city's municipal utilities including
the naturay gas system, said Murray is
probably the only town in far western
Kentucky to own a well. He said
'Providence in Webster County owns.a
snail well.
Murray's allotments from Texas Gas
for the last three winters have not met
the city's demands, Henley said. He
said a penalty regulation adds $10 to the
cost of every 1,000 cubic feet of gas the
city draws from the pipeline over its
allotment, unless the extra gas is
purchased on the open market.
' "We've been lucky every year in

finding enough gas on the market to
meet our needs," Henley said. "Last
year, the penalty would have been more
than $300,000."
Marshall said the city will not take on
additional customers just because it
has bought its own well. "We had to do
something for existing users. We have
not allowed home customers to add new
appliances and we have forced some
industrial users to change to alternate
fuels," he said.
The new supply, will not be used until
the end of next winter when the Texas
Gas quota may be depleted, although
the new well is expected to be on line by
Nov. 1, Marshall said.
Henley said the life of the well, based
on Murray's previous use over allot-

ments, is 5 to 7 years.
The Murray Natural Gas System will
pay for the well, including interest on
the unpaid balance, over a period of
five years, Henley said.
"Another factor that makes such a
big purchase possible for a little town
like Murray, is that we can use the well
for storage when its gas a depleted in
five or seven years," Henley said.
At that time, according to Marshall,
during any entitlement period during
which the system's customers to not
use Murray's alloted gas, the additional
gas could be stored in the well for later
use.
The city's annual allotment from
Texas Gas is 517 million cubic feet,
officials said.

Nunn Talks About Differences
Media Has Made In Campaigning
Republican gubernatorial candidate
Louie B. Nunn was the guest speaker at
the "Contemporary Issues in Communication" program Friday night at
the Special Education Building
auditorium on the Murray State
University campus.
The program was sponsored by the
university speech and theatre department.
The former Kentucky governor, from
1967-71, spoke on ways of political
communication and how it has changed
in modern times. He said that campaigns are affected by the electronic
media.

Nand said that voters have become
30-second Unpressioniststy the media
since political advertisements do not
last long and hardly deal with any
issues of the campaign. He added that
the primary reasons for the advertisements was to leave a good impression with the people.
In the 1920's, Nunn continued,
campaigns were much different.
Appearance'of the candidate, what he
said and what was written about him
were the most important items in
campaigning. At that time, communication was done with all five
senses, he added. •

Personal relations are missing in
elections, Nunn said. He added that
with increased population there is less
personal attention in campaighs. Nunn
said that in election time, campaigning
was person-to-person, friend-to-friend
and door-to-door.
Nunn said that that could be the
reason why only 37 percent of the
population voted in the last presidential
election.
He added that computer-aided direct
mail service can easily put out 60,000
personally addressed campaign letters.
See NIINN,
Page 12, Column I

Three To Be Named Distinguished
Alumni Of Murray State Tonight
MATH WINNERS — Tracy Beyer, left, of Murray High School and left
Johnson, Hopkinsville,'are shown the trophy like each will receive after
riniahing in a first-0We tie in the Algebra 1 competition Thursday in the annual mathematics tournament at Murray State University. Explaining the
- presentation is (Ir.-Harvey Eider, an associate, protesso.r.in the Department
of Mathematics at the uoiversity.

Murray High Sweeps
MSU Math Tourney
Murray High School not only captured the team trophy but took four
individual awards Thursday in. the
annual mathematics tournament at
Murray State University.

in the Algebra I competition: William
Smith, who won third place in the same
category; Brent Boston, who finished
second in the Algebra II contest; and
Jerry Kelly, who won fourth place and a
$100 Murray State scholarship in the
The most prestigious award of the
comprehensive competition.
tournament, that of first place and a
Finishing second was the Mayfield
$500 Murray State University
High School team with two of its
scholarship in the difficult commembers winning ° individual laurels.
prehensive category of the tournament, Lisa Figge won second place
in the
was won by Richard Bone, Austin High
Algebra I competition, ' while Laura
School in Decatur,. Ala.
Edwards took first place in the Algebra
A classmate of Bone's at Austin
II contest.
High, Scott Sampson, finished _second_ ---Third-phiee- in the team competition
arid received a $300 Murray State
went to Webster County High School
scholarship.
with one of its members,Stan Conn, 16,
More than 350 students from 28 a junior and son of Mr. and Mrs. Jarrr_,
.s
schools in three states competed in the
Conn, Route 2, Sebree, winning the
four categories of the .tournament — first-place trophy in the geometry
two in algebra, one in geometry and the competition, and David Harvey
compreherkgve contest. The tour- finishing third and winning
a $200
nament, sponsored by the Kenlake
Murray State scholarship in the
Council of Teachers of Mathematics comprehensive category.
and the Department of Mathematics at
The other winners included:
the university, was coordinated by Dr.
Algebra I — Randy Hoskins, Carlisle
Jack D. Wilson, an associate professor County High School.
in the math department at Murray
Geometry — Daryl Green, Lyon
-State.
County High School, second; Keith
In addition to the team trophy, which Ford, Calloway County High,third; and
was awarded on the basis of total points Brent Lents, Marshall County High,
compiled by its members, the Murray fourth.
group's four individual winners inAlgebra 11 — Andress Kim,
cluded:,
Hopkinsville, third: and Evelyn
Tracy Beyer, who tied with Jeff Montgomery and Stacy Dyer, Paducah
Johnson of Hopkinsville for first place Tilghman, tied for fourth. •

0
h.

meow&

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — ferry Kelly, Murray High School, is presented
with a certificate and a S100 scholarship by Murray State University
President Constantine W. Curtis after winning fourth -place .'in the
prestigious comprshensive category of the annual mathematics tournanient at Murray State University Thursday. Students from 28 schools in
three states competed in the events.

Three graduates of Murray State
University are to be _named
Distinguished Alumni by the university's Alumni Association, bringing to
22 the number so honored in the 57-year
history of the institution.
•
The threi—will be muted tonight byMurray State President Constantine W
Curris at the university's annual
aluinni banquet, expected to be attended by more than 600 graduates,
former students and supporters of the
university. They are:
Dr. Charles Howard Story, a solar
energy 'scientist at East Tennessee
State University, Johnson City, and a
1961 graduate of the university.
Dr. Thomas W. Johnson, Kansas
City, Mo.,a physician, medical direCtor
of a 32-county area in Western Missouri

and Eastern Kansas with Blue Crossmember of the council said following
Blue Shield and a 1947 graduate, and
the announcement of the selections.
John W.Hall, II, a research physicist,
Previous winners of the coveted
prockict planner and manager of one of
honor have been:
the major divisions of the General
Gene Graham, Nashville, Tenn.,
Electric Company headquartered _at_ _Pulitzer Prize winning journalist;
Dr.
Cleveland-,-Ohio. He it a 1958 graduate
Forrest C.Pogue, Arlington, Va., World
of Murray State.
War II historian; Joe Torrence, NashThe recipients were nominated by
(fine, Tenn., city official; the late John '
members of the Alumni Association
Fetterman, Louisville, two-time
and selected by a committee appointed
Pulitzer Prize winning journalist, and
by the organization's Executive
J. Paul Hogan, Bartlesville, Okla., who
Committee.
developed.a process for the production
"Recognition- of distinguished
of polyethylene with the Phillips
achievements by our living graduates
Petroleum Company.
focuses attention on the excellence of
Also, Max., Hurt, Murray, retired
the University, emphasizes the atinsurance executive; Dr. Adron Doran,
tainments of our graduates and honors
Lexington, president emeritus of
those alumni who have •learned to give
Morehead State University; Mrs.
of themselves for their fellow man," a
Martha Robertson Ellison, Louisville,
educator; Dr. Robert Cecil Gentry,
Miami, Fla., retired director of the
National
.Herricane . Research
Laboratory; former Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
See MSU ALUMNI,
Page 12, Column 2

Calloway FFA Chapter
Places Second At Meet
Twenty seven members of the
Calloway County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America participated in the
Murray State Agriculture Club Field
Day Friday April 27.
The chapter placed second overall
out of 35 teams participating. The
Chapter Livestock Judging team wor
first place. Dave Watson was high
individual scorer in the contest. Rick
Cunningham and Jimmy Joe Hale were
also members of the team.
The dairy judging team placed first.
Richard Smother-man was high individual scorer in the contest. Mike
Rogers and Kenny Erwin were also
members of the team.
The dark-fired tobacco grading team
placed first. Tim Feltner and Tripp
Furches tied for second high individual
scorer in the contest. Jimmy Johnson
was also a member of the team.
The nursery judging team placed
first. Carol Watkins was high individual

and Stephanie Wyatt was second high
individual scorers in tbe contest.
The burley tobacco grading team
placed second. Mark McCahon was
second high individual-in the contest.
Other'members of the team were Greg
Darnell, and Kelly Crouse.
Steve Enoch placed third in the
tractor driving contest,
Tim Beane placed fourth in the
tractor trouble shooting contest.
The chapter soil judging team placed
third in the regional contest. Members
of the team were Larry Enoch, Freddie
O'Bryan, Jimmy Williams and Brian
Cook.

••••

Ledger Recognized
By State Agency
The Murray Ledger & Times has
been recognized by the KentuckyDepartment of Commerce for its
contribution to Kentucky's economic
growth in 1978.
•
The awahl, presented by Gov. Julian
Carroll at the Governor's_ Industry
Appreciation Luncheon April 18,
commends the newspaper for being "an
honored member of our Kentucky industrial community; and in recognition
of its contribution to our continuing
economic growth."

CANDIDATE SPEAKS
Louie B.
Nunn,former Kentucky governor and
Republican gubernatorial candidate
spoke on ways of political communication at the 'Contemporary
Isseee in Communication' program
friday night sponsored by the Murray
State University speech and theatre
department.
•
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partly sunny
Becoming partly sunny today.
Highs in tii_e_sippesik_te low 60s:
Clear and cold with Scattered
light frost possible tonight. Lows
in the upper 30s. Sunny Sunday
morning becoming partig sunny•
in the afternoon. Warmer with
highs in the mid to upper 60s.
Winds...West to northwest
around 10 miles an hour today
becoming light and variable
tonight.

School Board Makes
Offer On Farm Tract
A bid by the Calloway County School
Board for acquisition of the former
Cyrene Williams farm on Highway 121
is still in negotiation, according to lir.
Jack Rose, school superintendent.
_ The the school system's bid of
$126,000 was voted on by the bard
members April 16 in executive session
of their last meeting, Rose said. He
added that money to purchase the farm
will be taken from the board's capital
outlay fund program. The majority'of
money in this program comes from
state funding.
The 38-acre farm, north Of the new
middle school campus; Will be used to
expand the high school and middle
school campuses and programs, Rose
• said. He cited the athletic .l,
agricultural programs as examples
An administrator has been put in
charge of the Williams estate. ar•
cording to a spokesman in the CallowAN
County tax commissioner's office

.

—
•
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SCREENING COMMITTEE — Membere•of the Murray Art Guild are screening applications for
exhibitors for the
10th annual Land Between,he takes Arts and Crafts festival to be held hole 16-17. Committee
membersiticlude
(from. left, sitting) Roberta Tarry Inez Goodman and Patricia Clark.(Standing) Barbara Tucker, Del Frazier and%ibby
1
Hart. (Story On Page 12)
Stall Photo by Met Sanciers
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By Abigail Van Buren

Problem with tendons
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB -If you have real swelling the constriction pheAbout five years ago I had a of the tendons that doesn't nonienom, mechan
wrist operation to correct a mean that the tendon prob- through surgery ical relief
might be
problem I was having. The lem itself will go away, but the answer
tendons had enlarged in the in some instances this probYou should see a rheumawrist and were pinching the lem does disappear spon- tologist, a
specialist in
nerve that goes into the taneously. In other
arthritis and joint
hand. The doctor scraped instances, doctors use medi- He can help directproblems.
DEAR ABBY: I work in the office of a fairly large comyou to a
the tendon and enlarged the cine which combats inflam- surgeon if that seems
pany located about four miles from my home,so I often bike
to be
hole where the nerve passes mation and helps to de- the proper course
to work. When_I do,! wear tennis shorts and carry my work
or will
into
the
hand. He said that crease swelling in the area. treat you with anti-in
clothes in a back pack.
flamthe problem would not reIt's possible that you matory type medici
When I'm early. I have a cup of coffee with some Of
the
turn
but I'm having this might benefit from another that's the preferred nes it
other early arrivers while I'm still in my tennis shorts.
treatdifficulty again. My right operation, at least tempo- ment in your case.
After four months of. this routine, my supervisor called
hand
IS
numb
rarily,
but
again
such
and
decisio
a
is
n
READE
me into her office and told me it was very "unprofessional"
RS WHO
worse at night when I lie should be made by the doc- information about WAN'
for me to be standing around in tennis shorts. and I was
net
down. The doctor said before tors who review your prob- thritis can send osteoarto do it anymore!
for The
that four of my fingers and lent and know the specific Health Letter numbe
r 4-10.
I told her that as long as I didn't WORK in tennis shorts
the thumb were affected.
details of your condition. On Send your request with
I
50
saw nothing wrong with it, and I intended to continu
I've
been
the
an upholsterer
e. She
basis of all -the facts, it cents and a long, stamped,
looked me in the eye and said, threateningly,"We shall
for
23
years and use my might be important to use an self-addressed envelope
see!"
to
I'm not sure of what she meant by that, but since when
hands constantly. When I anti-inflammatory medi- Dr. Lamb in care
can a supervisor tell an employee what to wear to
turn
my hand over I can feel cine. Or if there's no evi- newspaper, P.O. Boxof this
work'?
1551,
You opinion is needed.
the tendons click over each dence of inflammation and Radio City
MURRAY HIGH FRENCH students won honors
Station, New
at First Region Foreign Language
other. What would you it's simply a recurrence of York, NY 10019.
IRKED IN CALIFORNIA
Festival at Murray State University on April 5. first
advise? I may have to find
place winners above, front row:
Susan Crass (with Carroll Edwards) in cooking,
'another occupation. Do you
DEAR IRKED: What you wear to work is your own
beef bourgignon; Lisa Russell, Oral
Description Level t lill Thompson, French art; back
think the operation can be
business, but once you enter the building, what you wear
row: Ruth Howard,sponsor Carroll
in
done again?
Edwards (with Susan Crass) cooking and Poetry
the presence of your co-workers becomes the busines
Recitation Level II; Ray Stewart,
s of
DEAR READER - I wish
your supervisor. Remember, too much exposure
Ceramics(statute of Vercingetorix); Pat Clark, Oral
can be
Description Level lb Patsy Crawford
I had all the answers to your
hazardous to your health - and your job!
in cooking, quiche. Missing from the photo is Julie
questions but I dor* nor
Billington, Poetry Recitation, Level
III. These 'students are eligible to compete at
does anybody else.
the
State
Foreign Language Festival in
DEAR ABBY: I know that you have a twin sister. I
One reason I wanted to
have
Lexington on May 19.
Frances Drake
also heard that you are happily married.
include your letter in the
Can you please tell me how the bye you have for your
column is to remind people
husFOR SUNDAY,APRIL 29, 1979
band compares with the love you have for your twin?
that simply because they
Does
you husband come -first ar second?
have read about a cure for . What kind of day will take offense if provoked.
I married a twin,and I would not recommend it to anyone
some
disorder doesn't mean tomorrow be? To find out what Guard financial interests:
.
My wife's twin sister came first with her, which is why
it always works. You're de- the stars say, read
are
the SAGITIARRJS
scribing a condition called
a% no longer married. I am now married to a woman
Oov. .
22 to Dec. 21> Writ'1
0
who
forecas
given
t
for
your
birth
the carpal tunnel syndrome. has no twin, thank God, What a difference!
4-9-79
Bx. 45 Buchanan, Tenn., Tina Girl (Tamra),
Though there are some
Sign
201
College
et,
At
the
wrist
Please be honest with me.
there are a
Adults 155
S. Sheppard, Rt. 3 Bx. 379' Murray.
favorable developments re
number of very smell bones
Nursery 4
G.G.IN SCRANTON,PA.
. romantic interests, today's
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
that form the base for the ARIES
Dismissals
to
NO NEWBORNS LISTED
activities leave you somewhat
Townley, P. 0. Bx. 86 Far:Miss Alicia Adkisson, Rt. 5 hand. In front of these bones (Mar. 21
Apr. 19
DEAR G.G.: When a person marries, the spouse is for
uncertain.
mington, Mrs. Millicent Bx, 615, Murray,
are
DISMISSALS
a
group
of
watchb
Early
mornin
andhours
g
could
certain'
should be) NUmero Uno! At lease that's the way it is at-MY
Ronald F.
APRICORN
like
C
tendon
Mrs.
Smith,
s
Patsy
and
Rt.
J.
6
fibers.
Benton
Barker
,
and
signal
Mrs.
confron
Cora Evans, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
a
tation. Later,
house.
These tendons and the bones
Baby Boy, Rt. I Puryear, Todd, Rt. 1 Bx. 59 Kirksey. Mrs. Cynthia
you're able to tallt about it, but -1 Dec 22 143 Jan' 19) Id
G. Stone and form a tunnel. The tendon
s
Work activities may be
Tenn., Mrs. Wilma M. Kirks .Herbert Robertson, 1610 Bab): Girl, 724
DEAR ABBY: Yesterday my children and I were in a docNasb4 Murray, that move the fingers, communications could break interru
pted. Though you'll
and Baby Boy, 626. N. 4th, Calloway, Murray,- Mrs. Mrs. Kimberly
tor's office. A boy about 4 was there, running wild. He
Conner and nerves and some blood ves- down again.
beat
make some strides, protect
Murray, Mrs. Alice Rouse, Vaudie Edwards, ,Bx. 4. Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
on the furniture and kicked the door, then attacked the
TAURU
S
sels
must
pass
throug
h this
Dexter, Mrs.
health from nerves' or overother patients-children and adults alike -shouting the
17-12 Plainview, Murry, Kirksey, Mrs. Myrtice M
(Apr. 20 to.May 20> tiolet
Sue Cary and Baby Girl, Rt. 8, tunnel.
whole time that he wanted to fight.
Whenev
er
Martha D. Bennett, Murray, Darnell, Rt. 1 Bx. 248 Farr Benton, Mrs.
anythleg hapInner resentments could tiredness.
Patsy M. Miller pens to make this
AQUARIUS
I couldn't believe my eyes. His mother was nowhere in
Cindy Edwards, Rt. 1 Hazel, mington.
and Baby Bar, McCLains Tr. small or its contenttunnel too disturb sleep in the early a.m. Jan.
sight. Another patient and I tried to subdue the child. We
20 to Feb. 18)
s such as Purchase necessary items,
Mrs. Christina D. Robertson,
Ct.. Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Betty the tendons become too
learned that his mother was down the hall in another
You may be somewhat
but
grumbl
don't
about
Rt. 1 Puryear, Tenn., William 4-11-79
e
the
M. King and Baby Girl, Fox large, you inevitably will
.waiting room, so I took the boy by the arm and found his
bewildered by day's end. After
rice tag
M. Batsel III, 104 S. 14th,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Meadows, Murray, Caroline ha ye 'pressure. It (toes cause
mother. When I told her that her child had been tearing up
_
_log_
an
auspicious beginning, 8
GEMIN
I
pressure on the nerves and •
Murray, Larry N. Clark, 811
Paschall,
the waiting room and hitting people, she ,barely looked up
Baby
Girl Steely, Rt. 4, Murray, Heather Call
'
1114Rfr,
romantic or recreational
(
May
21
to
June
cause
201
a
variety
Sha
of
sympWa
Circle,
from her magazine and said tersely,"He is just fine!"
Murray, Mrs.: (Janet), Rt. 1 Etz. 866, Murray, M. Hendrickson, Rt. 3, BenThe stars indicate trouble outing has a surprising outLinda F. Lyles, 236 N.-11111, Crabtree, Baby Boy (Debra .•lan„Mrs. France
toms
Needless to say. I was stunned. I then ,better understood
),
s W. Shea, pain including' nurnbness, with ,.fint.t. to on„„ti nt,,,t,
and
the boy's behavior and actually felt sorry for him for having_
tinglin
Mayfield, Mrs. Arlene Poe, Rt.2 Bx. 123 Hazel, Hall,
g
in
the
"'"'-- '''' -PISC
meES
Baby Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. Darlene
.
thumb- and fingers and pain and later in the day -'
you're c°
such an unconcerned mother.
- -Bx. 42 Hickory, William Boy (Marcella), 313 Anderson, Porterfield,
Feb.
1
Mt° Mar. 20)
Rt.
4
Bx.
in
187A,
.A
the
arms.
liable
,
somewha
to
be
Ldiffic
What should I have done? I'm completely confused.
ult Camp, 401 S. 10th, Murray, Mayfield.
Cadiz, Mrs. Martha Thorn,
tiay . clear of financial
One approach to treat- to reach yourself.
.
BEWILDERED IN DAYTON. Paul FL Mansfield, Rt. 7 Bx.
1107 Mulberry,,,Murray, Mrs. merit is to open ttrie tunnel CANCER
DISMISSALS
disagreements. A confusing
252, Murray, Mrs. Shirley J.
Mrs. Shirley M. Rushing, Patricia Childress, Rt. 1 Bx. and provide more room for (June 21 to July 22) ele) situation on the homefront
DEAR BEWILDERED: You should have asked the docits contents: Apparently,
Walston, 1007 Payne, Murray, Rt: 2 Big Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. 23, Springville, Tenn.,
tor's nurse to handle it. The mother, the child, or possibly
Tension on the home front that arises suddenly may have
Nancy
that's what was done in your
Mrs.
Evonne
J.
Johnnie
William
s, 502
Gammons, 500 N. J. Noffsinger. 1109 Olive, case
both, have serious problems. Such aggressive, anti-social
could
leave you in the mood you somewhat baffled.
and, apparently you
Draper,, Paris. Mrs- Susan. Qkerry, Murray,,Mrs._Shirley *Murray, Mrs., Georgi
behavior as the ehild exhilatted is a symptom of a serious
solitude. Try not to take
a S. .did get some relief for some
Paschall; Bx. 223 Puryear, A. Tabers, 2214 Gatesb
mental problem. The mother may have been acting under
Y01) BORN- TODAY are
ora Burton, 310 S. 16th, 'Murray,
those
inspirational
Tenn., Abraham Harder, 503 Murray. Mrs. Lorna B
doctor's orders lignoring the outbursts) instead of being "unand
ternhe-Interrupt 5,;our privacy.Roy H. Ford, Rt. 1 Bx. 97,
peramental. You have great
concerned."
Elm, Murray, Mrs. Lillie Morgan, Rt. 1 Benton. Mrs. Buchan
an, Tenn., Ira P.
•
July 23 to Aug '221
leadership qualities and are
MeAlpin, Fern Terrace, Annie S. Allen, Rt. 5 Paris, Wadkins,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
attracted to public life and
Murray, -Mrs. Jessie M. Tenn., David W. Brandon, Rt. Amy E.
perspec
Your
about
tive
a
Blane, Rt. Murray,
ohilanthropy.
Imaginiative
Robinson, 805 Sha Wa Circle, 1 Murray, Mrs. Nelda Addie L. Grubbs
matter onund_ergoes
.,710 Riley Ct.,
and
inventive, you can sueMurray. Kennedy H. Mathes. Wiggins, Rt. 2 Murray, Trisha Murray
relatio
Cordial
sf
ti
ns
, Carl Ray, Fern
ceed in avant garde ;--06-Rt. 2 Bx. 182, Murray, Connie S. Jones, Rt. 6 Bx. 340, Terrace
with others co
svn trantch
, Murray, Edgar L
The Olga HamptoriGroup of
cupations and often make an
midstream.
E. Mills, Rt. 1 Bx. 124, Murray, Charles M. Stephens. Rowlan
d, 110 S. 12th, Murray, the Baptist Women of the
original contribution In
VIRGO
Murray, Daniel M. Dillon, P. Rt. 1 Fulton, Mrs. Sandra J
Groups A. and B Of the Johnson, Patsy Oakley,
Thad Poe, Rt. 5, Murray, Sinking Spring Baptist Church
painting, music, and writing.
nitiP‘
and 0. Bx, 33 Dexter
.-L
Aug.
(
Sept.
to
23
, Mrs.'Mary Armstrong, Rt. 3 Mayfield, Valdy M. _Rowlett, New met at.the church
Ladies Tennis Groups of the Nancy Whitmer.
Your
greatest success comes
for
the
April
beginni
ng,
After a hopeful
a
E. Arnold, 218 S. 11th. Murray. Mrs. Irma L. Williams, Concor
Murray Country Club will play
d, Talmage A. Tubbs 2nd meeting for the Royal
when you develop a sense of
Lineups for play at 9 a.m.
career
proposa
have
seems
to
l
Southside Manor, Murray, (expired), Rt.
on Monday and Tuesday at the Tuesday by Group B
2, Bx. 197, Service program.
are as
4-10-79
too many loose ends. Avoid responsibility and become
Mrs. Mary F. Outland, Almo, Dover, Tenn.,
Hattie
follows:
Lee
Gallow
was
ay
in
disputes about financial involved in the problems of the
; Adults 155
William L. Barnett, Rt. 2 Bx
Lineups for play at 9:30 a.m.
community. Find out what you
'charge of the program on
matters.
Nursery 7
Penny Ceppock, Lochie
128A, Hazel, Mrs. Shirley A
Monday by Group A are as
have in common with others.
"Witne
ss
to
the
World
LIBRA
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Landolt, Janna Hughes, and
kiiewborn Admissions
Smith, 820 S. 9th, Murray, 4-134I9
For
follows:
your message to be unThroug
h
the
Cooper
ative
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Kay Ray.
Lowery:
- Baby
Boy Mrs. Cathy K. Wilcox,
Kyle, Baby
St., Boy (Frances), Progra
derstood, you have to know
Lois
Keller,
Peggy
Rt.
m."
Mary
Jones
Belle
today
Others
may
put
be
out
(Rebec
ca), P. 0. Bx. 146, Bx. 362, Murray
Murray, Thorn, gave e
Carolyn Bradshaw, Agnes'
Billington, Rainey Apperson,
, Mks. Vera I, 200 S. 9th
th calendar of prayer
. and easily offended. Don't feel your audience. Birthdate of:
Murray, Conner, Baby Girl Jackson.
Payne, Joni Billington, and
Rt. 5 Bx. 45513, Baby Girl(Martha), Rt. I. Bx.
and Sue Overbey.
with each one present reading
rebuffed if peacemaking ef- Hirohito, emperor of Japan;
(Kimbe
rly),
Rt. 1 Dexter, Murray,
• Judy
Duke Ellington, Jazz cornCarroll, -Shirley Carol Boaz.
Loren'Adams, 317 S 109,Alm), McNeely Baby Girl
the
name
mission
forts
a
of
fall short of success.
ary
who
Farmer, Baby Boy (1:yea), 13th,
(Donna), 721 Sycamore, had a birthda
poser;
and William Randolph
Hamra;-Linn---Heesten, aad
Nancy WalstorkLynn Stout,
SCORP
Tommy
Murray
IO
F.
,
y on that day and
308N. 6th, Mayfield.
Noonan, 205 S. 1611, "Murray,
Brenda Marquardt.
Patsy Miller,and Shirley
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) riVeV- Hearst, newspaper publisher.
leading a sentence prayer for
D
Mrs. Iogene M. Neale, 1144
Georgianna Moffitt, Lillie Boone.
You-May- -offer-yette- One Riadthe
of kangaroo, the
Mrs. Nelle J. Parker, 234 Sycamo
Palmer L. Arnett, Rt. 4
re, Murray, Mrs
gruaging
issi
h
m
ai
e
c
oh
rrman,
na
Maxine
Fairview, Paris, Tenn., Craig Lydia J.
lire - UnMurray
Edward
Jerry
D.
,
s, Nance,conducted the busines
Claridge, Rt. 5 Bx
project but will be quick to dergrou
s
nd.
M. Hargrove, Rt. 3 Bx. 133K, 434E1,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Euple session; Mildred Crawfo
Murray, gecil B
rd led
Murray,
Mrs.
Merrill Hopkins, Rt. 1 Alm°,
Bean, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs. the opening prayer;
Clarenct
and Faye
Treadway.. 119 Flower St. Compton,
800 Hurt, Murra, Tyea Farmer and Baby Boy, Orr read the minutes in the
Camden, Tenn., Mrs. Rita A. Mrs.
Lorena Foster, 1402 308 N. 6th, Mayfield, Mrs. absence of the secretary,
Nall, Rt. 6 Bx. 45 Paris, Tenn., Johnson
, Murray, Mrs. Rhoda Betty K. Triplett, 514 Franklin
Mary Kathryn Starks, who
Mrs. Judy Adams, 110 County Gordon
(expired), 833 Hurt Dr. Paris, Tenn- Mrs: Linda ,had undergone surgery at the
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Cork, Murray, Mrs. Stella E. Murray
L. Fennell, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Community
.
-•
A delicious
Hospit
al
Custom Built Furniture
Hurt, 1300 Wells Blvd.,
polly Erwin, 515 S. 8th, Mayfield.
fish filet, crispy on the
Refinishing 8 Repairs
Murray, Mrs. Kathy A. Cope, 4-12-79
outside, light rt fluffy
Murray, Mrs. Patricia J.
_Refreshments were served
on the inside Served
Solid Brass Hardware
Rt. 3 Benton, Rebecca L.
Newborn Admissions
Binford, Rt. 5, Bx. 2062, by Vermel
Key and Dorothy
with Potato 8 Toast
Oliver, Rt. 2 Bx. 182 Calvert
Also
Neumann, Baby
Bo!, Murray, Mrs. Linda K. Brandon. Other members
Thursday through
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or.
City,
Mrs.
Donna Harrawood, (Renate), Rt. 2, Mayfiel
Haywoo
Rt.
d,
Bx.
35,
1,
Almo,
Sunday
d,
Give Your Old Cabinets o New Fore
Rt. 2 Ba. 159A Gilbertsville, Patterson, Baby Girl- iJodiel, Mrs. Rachel Neale, Rt. 1, Bx. attending were Ruth ,Warrerr,
Without 'Towing Them Out
Cynthia L. Morris, Rt. 1 Bx. Rt. 2, Rison St., Paris, Term, 202, Alm°, Robert F. Herndon, Mary -Turner, and ,--Lorene
4.41%
Owens.
issumly
.492 Mil'
247 Path, Term., Mrs. Cathy Boutwell, Baby Boy (Sandr
Bx.
2397,
Murray,
a, Rt. 5
Feagin, Rt. 2 Boaz, Mrs. Rt. 1, Springville,
Tenn., Clarence N. Eldridge, Rt. 1
Earlie M. Thompson, Bx. 1044 Wimberley,
Baby
Boy' Bx. 24, Alin°, Mrs. Mozelle B.
Paris, Tenn., Jeanette Tabor, (Ellen), Rt. 6 Bx. 207,
Paris, Jones, Ill N. 9th, Murray,
1631 Farmer, Murray, Mrs. Tenn., Tabers,
Baby Boy Mrs. Sandra S. Gafford,
Sharon Traughber, Rt. 9 (Dave), Rt. 1 Bx.
115B, Chickasa w Parts, Tenn., Mrs.
Benton, Clovis Hutson, Rt. 2 Kirksey, Thomps
on, Baby Derthy B. Dublin, Rt. 8 Me'
300, Murray, Ralph E. Crain,
of the
Rt. 1, Bx. 194, Puryear,
Mrs. AMY-E.-Robertson, Rt. I
Bx. 142, Puryear, Tenn., Rex
floirr Preys.Isfsessiles - 1114314
G. Harris; Rt. 1, Almo, _Mrs.
Meld Over.iFiss4 West 4%
Modean Grogan, 'Rt. 3,
Sycamore St.
9 96
20 Sun
Murray, Mrs. Mary Riding,
Murray. Kentucky 42071
308 S. 13th, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby F. Thurmond, 706
poplar, Murray, Mrs. Allie
DRACULA
Peal, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Lindsey
Your
Roberts, Rt..4 Bx. 22, Murray,
favorite pain
a
aiURRAY
IN pleased (() announce
Mrs. Florine Cobb, 317
the r.followinF 'hoar changes for the
in the neck
Anderso
Ave.,
n
Mayfiel
Mrs
d,
renience of his patients:
is about
Lottie W. MrCuiston, Rt. 2 Bx.
to bite your
Puryear, Tenn., Louis L.
221,
funny
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Hattie L. Galloway iwzo • Program Leader At
Olga Hampton Meet

Tennis Lineups For Ladies

4 ,.
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noodles and othej pasta add B.
Vitamins to the diet, say fOods
specialists
With
the
cooperative Extension Service of University of Kentucky's College of Agriculture, ,
'Combine them with meat or
cheese, poultry or sea food to
make an excellent main dish.
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Saturday, April 28
_
Murray State University
High School Invitational
Track Tournament will be at
Roy Stewart Stadium starting
at9 a.m.

TIMES,Saturday, April 28. 1979

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Sunday, April 29
Fifth Sunday Hymn Singing
of the Blood River Baptist
Association will be at Owens
Chapel Baptist Church, Highway 783, Penny-Airport Road,
at 1:30 p.m.

Monday,April 30.
Singles Unlimited will not
meet tonight.

Cochrun And Mathis
Wedding Is Planned

?r

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

Double bass recital by Bill
Koehler, New York City, will
be held at 7 p.m.at the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State University.

Mrs. Lowell Palmer was
hostess for the meeting of the
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 30, 19'79
Homemakers
What kind of day will structure. Seek ways to be Wadesboro
tomorrow be' To find out what more efficient and consult Claub held April 18 at 1:30
p.m. at her home with Mrs.
the stars say, read the with experts.
Wayne Hardie, president.
forecast given for your birth CAPRICORN
presiding.
Sign.
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19
The club discussed different
If the behavior of a close one
ARIES
upsets you, why not have a projects as a means for
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)gr
serious discussion about it making money during the next
The home is slightly later. Others will be receptive year.
disrupted, but you're able to to your thoughts.
The lesson on -Repairing
turn the tide, and so to speak, AQUARIUS
and Updating Interior Walls"
clean up the mess. Take pride ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
was presented by Mrs. Lowell
in accomplishment.
An
unexpected
work Palmer and Mrs. Clinton
TAURUS
assignment throws you off Burchett.
Apr. 20 to May 20)
balance, yet you'll find ways
Others present were Mrs.
An unexpected change of to dispense with tasks ef- Clarence
Culver, Mrs. Audra
plans gives you the chance to ficiently. Be industrious.
Futrell, Mrs. David Palmer,
visit one of your favorite PISCES
Mrs. Baron Palmer, Mrs. Max
haunts. Capitalize on creative
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
•
Hurt, Mrs. Wess Fulton, and
thoughts.
Be adaptable. Go along with Mrs. Walter Fuelner
GEMINI
a change in dating plans and
Refreshments were served
May 21 to June 20)
you'll find the alternative by the
hostess.
If faced with an unexpected rewarding and conducive to
The next meeting will be
expense, don't be afraid to ask closer ties.
May 16 at 1:30 p.m. at the
for help from loved ones.
home of Mrs. Gusts Conner.
Finalize domestic planning
YOU BORN TODAY have a
and family projects.
gift with words. Writing,
HIGH STRUTTING
CANCER
lecturing, singing, acting and
TORONTO
(AP) — The
(June 21 to July 22)
teaching are some of the fields
There may be a slight in which you'd excel. Inclined world's tallest, free-standing
change of dating plans. Use to fixed opinions, at times you disco will open next fall in the
extra time W work on creative can be too critical. In CN Tower,says tower director
projects.
Serious
con- business, you'd make a good David Garrick.
One-third of the tower's
versations are favored.
salesman, broker, realtor, and
deck
will be a disco by night
LEO
promoter. Avoid a tendency to
(July 23 to Aug. 22)4/2./g be lazy or to scatter your and a full observation deck by
day, he said.
After a few uneasy moments energies.
of restlessness, you'll find the
necessary peace and quiet to
get a lot of work accomplished.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Route 2
Roy Graham Road
Avoid too much talking on
the phone and finish that
project that means so much to
awastai
*
you. Friends will abide by
your wishes.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Today's surprises re career
a
have you thinking of long-term
goals. Spend some private
moments on a career-related
endeavor.
SCORPIO
I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rfla
You halal- some new ideas
that need sorting out. Discuss
Rev. Devravne Franklin, Pastor
Phone 753-7143
them with old friends who'll be
Preaching
the
"Whosoev
er
Will"
happy to give you their
gospel for 150 years.
Why don't you visit this neigIbprhood church for
opinion.
neighborly people and hear about the plan God has
SAGITTARIUS
for your life.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21))
e
You _ may discover an
Worship Services at 11:00 a.m.& 7:00 p.m.
Achilles' heel in your finanical

Murray-Calloway
County
Swim Team Association will
Eastwood Christian School
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the Cheri
will
have its School Night
Theatre for purpose of signing
Hazel Community Center
up and acquainting those program by kindergarten
interested in the swim team through second grade at 7 will open at 11 a.m. for acp.m. .at the church, located tivities by the Hazel Senior
program.
Highway 94 • just east of Citizens. Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse Murray.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Daylight Saving' Time
plant sale will be held' from
-8730 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the begins at 2 a.m. Move your 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
greenhouse, 1620 West Main clock ahead one hour.
Streets.
Street.
Newman Club will meet at
Sixth Annual Murray State Gleason Hall at 5:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
University Jazz Festival will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in;
Wranglers Riding Club will formation call 759-1792 or 753continue with concert by guest
artists at 8 p.m. at the ride at the club at 2 p.m.
9261.
University
•
Theatre
Calloway Athletic Booster
Auditorium. Tickets will be $3
Baptist Men of Sinking
for adults and $1 for students, Club *ill meet at 2 p,.m. at the Spring Baptist 'Church will
High. School meet at Big Joe's at 7:30 p.m.
but all MSU students and Calloway
registered participants of the cafeteria.
festteal will be admitted at no
Tuesday, May I
Miss Malinda Cochran
Senior recitals by Ann
charge.
Murray Optimist Club will
and Dale Mathis
New Legal Resources Logue, voice, Gallatin, Tenn., meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cochran, 1710 Holiday Drive,
Library at Murray State will be at 2 p.m. and by Karen Tea Party.
Murray, announce the engagement and approaching
University will open with a Lynn Hirnmer, percussion,
marriage of their daughter, Malinda, to Dale Mathis, son of
Registration for the Red
legal workshop planned at Cahokia, Ill., will be at 3:30
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Mathis, Murray Route 3.
9:45 a.m. for attorneys on the p.m. at the Felten Recital Crbss Summer Learn to
The bride-elect, a 1977 graduate of Murray High School, is
ground floor of the Pogue Hall, Fine Arts Center, Swimm program will be from
Murray State University.
currently an elementary education major_ at Murray State
8:30 to .11:30 a.m. and from
Special Collections Library.
University and a parttime employee at Shoe Bizz. GrandOpen house will be held 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the lobby,
parents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Headley Swift of
Alumni Weekend at Murray
Calloway County Court House.
State University will open from 2 to 4 p.m. at the home of
Kirksey and the late Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cochran. •
with luncheon honoring the Rev. Dr. and Mrs. David
Mr. Mathis graduated froin Calloway County High School
Group
H
of
First
Christian
in 1975 and from Murray State University in 1978. He is now
Classes of • 1929 and 1954 at C. -Roos and daughters, 1312 Church CWF will meet at 2
attending seminary at Candler SchoOl of Theology at Emory
11:30 a.m. in Winslow Wells Boulevard. All mem- p.m. at the home of Mrs. Kirk
University, Atlanta, Ga. Grandparents of the groom-elect
Cafeteria; class --reunions bers of the congregation of the Pool with Mesdames Jaek
are Vernon Dick and the late Mrs. Virginia Morris Dick.
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Winslow First -Christian Church, Farmer, W. R. VanMeter,and
The wedding will take place on Saturday,June 23,at 7 p.m.
Cafeteria;
President's colleagues, and friendsjn the Greg Miller as cohostesses.
in the sanctuary of the First United Methodist Church. A
reception for MSU Alumni community are invited. •
The Rev. Fred Morton will
reception will follow in the social hall of thechurch.
scholarship winners, their
give the program and Mrs. D.
All friends and relatives areinvited to attend both the
parents and friends from 4 to 6 A joint worship service by M.-Doty will give the devotion.
wedding and the reception. No local invitations will be sent.
pan, in lobby, Ordway Hall; churches in and near Kirksey
Alumni bbanquet at Beshear will -be held at the Kirksey
First United Methodist
United Methodist Church at 7
Gym at 6:30p.m.
Church Women will meet at 10
p.m.
..a.m. with Mrs. Olga Freeman
Murray State Men's Tennis
will play Eastern at 9 a.m.and Activities in Land Between to speak on "LonelinessUniversity of Cincinnati at 2 -the Lakes will include For Aloneness." Executive Board
p.m. at the University Courts. Goodness Snakes" at 2 p.m. at will meet at 9 a.m. with coffee
to be served at 9:30 a.m.
Center Station; "Home
_Open horse show, sponsored Remedies For What Ails You"
Tuesday, May 1
•
by the Hardin-South Marshall ataThe Homeplace-1850 from 9
First
Baptist
Church
WMU
Riding'Club, will be at 6 p.m.
to 5 p.m.; Camping
Livestock and Camperafter Course at will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
at the
Church Women United in immediately following the
--Exposition Center. Admission Brandon Spring Group Camp; church.
Calloway
County
will program. The Golden Age
,
is $1 per person.
Springiest at Hillrnan Ferry
celebrate May Fellowship Club of Calloway County will
Groups of First Baptist
Day on Friday, May 4 at 10 also attenc
,
1,, the
days
Events in Land Between the Campground with open house Church. Women will meet as
public
the
to
from
11
a.m.
tcr4
a.m.
with a service at Gooe tell"shiPaLakes will include Hatching
follows:
Dorothy
with Mrs. G. ... Shepherd United
Methodist
Time at Center Station at 1:30 p.m.
M. Knight at 10:30 a.m., and
Church, Highway 121 South.
p.m., Camping Canipciefter`
Walker
Bea
-with
-James
hIFS•
Monday. April 30
Cindy Ragsdale, Social
Course at Brandon Spring
Calloway County Young Rogers at 7:30-pen.
Worker for the Department
Group Camp, and Springiest
for Human Resources, Social
at Hillman Ferry for Dem,ocrats will have a barLadies Exercise Class, First Services,
Calloway County,
registered campers with open beque at the'North Branch of Baptist
Church, Ruth Ann
will be the guest speaker. She
to the public from 10 a.m. to 5 the Peoples Bank at 6:30 p.m.
Hook, leader, will be at 7 p.m.
is a 1977 Murray State
p.m.
in the recreational area.
Calloway
County
Retired
University graduate and was
Alpha Department, Murray
recentlYmamed Social Worker
WomarraClub, will meet at 12 Teachers Association will
Women's-Guild of St. Leo's
have its annual breakfast at
of the year for 1978-79 by the
noon at the club house with Dr.
Catholic Church will meet at 1
the
Colonial
House
Social Work Club at Murray
Keith Heim as speaker.
Smorgasbord at 8:30 a.m. This p.m. at Gleason Hall.
State University.
For
The needs and rights of
Bread
World Chapter is the time for members tp pay
Delta Department, Murray
Dinner will be at First dues for ,period, July 1979 to
children are the focus of the
Woman's
Club,
will
have a
July 1980.
Christian Church at6 p.m.
May
Fellowship
Day
salad s_upper at 6:30 p.m. at
. celebration: "Our Children:
the club house.
Our Promise." The United
Nations has proclaimed 1979
Kappa Department, Murray
International Year of the
Woman's Club, will have a
Child, during which many
Chinese Auction and potluck
nations are examining their
dinner at 6:30 p.m. at the club
programs for children in light
house.
of the UN Declaration of the
Rights
of the 'Child, 8
Murry Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls spokesman said.
Church Women United has
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
sponsored May Fellowship
Masonic Hall.
Day since 1933. Each year the
theme stresses the promotion
Tnesday, May 1
of creative-- aced _healing
Hazel Community Center relationships in every comwill open at 11 a.m. for ac- munity. This year's May
tivities by the Hazel Senior Fellowship Day celebration
Citizens with lunch at 11:45 will call participants to
Carpooling can get you to
a.m. and program by Murray consider the needs of children
work on time(even to the
in local communities and to
church on time), save you a
•Swing & Sway Band at 1 p.m.
lot of money. ease the traffic
become
for
advocates
_„5itua„,tion, cut down on.air
- 'Ellis Center will be open children in this country-as well
pollution and, yes, make
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for as overseas, officers said.
new,long-lasting friendships
A pot-luck meal will be
activities by the Murray
More and more KenSenior Citizens. Call 753-0929 served in the Fellowship Hall
tuckians are carpooling
for information.
Here's why
We can shov,
I. Cash. It's as simple as
Dexter Senior Citizens will
you ways to
600 to 900 dollars a meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
save money
year That's what carCommunity Center.
on your auto
poolers save on the
insurance —
average on gasoline and
Murray TOPS (take off
without
parking fees
pounds sensibly) will meet at 7
sacrificing
2. Convenience. Since the
p.m. at the Health Center.
protection
average carpool rotates
drivers, everybody gets
for price.
St.
some welcome relief from
fighting traffic congesfion
plus door-to-door
pick-up and delivery
St. Leo's Women's Guild will
3. Companionship. Even
meet on Tuesday, May 1, in
without the economy
Gleason Hall. Following the 1
factor, lots of carpoolers
p.m. business meeting the
would still share a ride
107 N. 4th
program will be a display of
becattSe C ,1 the coriversd
Murray
Madonnas contributed by the
• tion and friendship
members.
it offers
753-4937
4:Clean Air. Witlittolir
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
people irt one car, that
will show slides by famous
Representing:
three less cars on,the •
artists.
FEDERAL KLMPLR
•
road An( lot ies,•:piiitti,
INSURANC
E CQMp Arse,
Election of officers will take
„
tion to make ever7oile
place at this meeting
- Reathe atlittle f'?asirr
Eleanore DeAngelo, chairman
It makes,— r,nore
of the nominating committee
than eve,
will give her report.
Catctl a bus
Hostesses will be Helen
And pocket the savings
James, Meme Mattingly,
ri;f
CORPORPOI
Marcella Wheeler and Helen
Murray
Michael.

Cindy Ragsdale
Speaker Church
Women United

.
A4

GO

North Pleasant Grove
umberland Presbyterian Churc

An

Ridetharing
con give gou o lift.
Carpooling is picking up.

Captain D's
FISH DINNE

/ ear

Watlesboro Club
Has Meet In Home
Of Mrs. Palmer

ALL YOU CAN EAT

FREE!

16Oz.
soft drink

Leo's Women:S
You getfrench fries,cole slaw, Guild Plans Meet

hush puppies and
all.the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
only

Bob
Nanney
Ins.

'279

Monday & Tuesday

-

work - alone That means
that on the average there are
only I 4 riders in each car
So it's little wonder that our
_present day comm,iting
habit's are contributing to
our traffic conges;ton and
air poHution problems Pooling is helping to ease •
the situation- but so is
transit riding
For a lot oi people,.
catching a bus might be the
'cheapest and most convenient way to get to and
.
from work
Many communities in
Kentucky offer such things:as -Paricand Ride Lots- and
express serviC-e at certain
times of the day Discount
tokens or specJal weekly
rates are also sometimes actarh3ble
4 .Check with your lora! bus '
or transit authority for
schedules (Ind fare .
fr , rrr.ation
Vanpooling. •
• Here's what it is.
Vlappala ace a
piopie riding to,4rid from
work' tht
intr,)fled comfort of a
var.: *The mokilhly
*eic-711pf the. van and
•
:OrPrIffr'in.m filvyrior49i4
..
'51,i;i
:.
0)510
,

,f'CletilV it

"

to work They spend alot•
less every week, compared
to the gas and parking costs
they'd run up by driving
their own cars _
- They;,get- Croor-tcrdiSor
pick-up and delivery
They don't have to fight
rush-hour congestiou. They
can relax, nap, re-ad or
envoy the companionship of
fheir
vanpoolers
It's a -good deal for the liar:
driver, too He or she gets a
free ride-fa-and from work,
plus the use of the•van'for
persOng-)Dilness or family
outings Wcompelisate
the job of driver, pcltiSf
fees can be applied
Tiayments
Find out
more'about Ridesharing
Ask your employer ,iiiont
Vanr;ioling and how you
car.Join a pool as
passenger or a driver (
write for Vanpoolin(
jag
Kentucky Department of
Transportation, State
Nahpnal Sank Building,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40622
Phone 1502)564-7700

KIP

Y
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0.fro,
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pinion Page
EDITORIAL,

New Campus
Crisis
America's colleges and
universities have just been handed a big, fat F in ethics and
morality.
In a report we hope will shake
a lot of ivy-covered walls, the
Carnegie Foundation's Council
on Policy Studies in Higher
Education says that the
nation's institutions of higher
learning are afflicted by a
serious "ethical crisis."
Symptoms range from
student .cheating, vandalism
and theft to faculty grade inflation to dishonest advertising
by schools hard-pressed to
recruit students.
Nearly 9 percent of the
students surveyed by the council claimed that some form of
_cheating was necessary to get
good grades — which aren't
worth much anyway because
teachers are passing out As and
Bs for work that used to rate C.
Fully 80 percent of the
schools surveyed reported that
theft and mutilation of library
materials was a major
problem. The University of
California in Berkley, for
example, lost 18,000 books in
three years.
Further evidence of the state
of student morality is the fact
that 44 percent of veterans'
loans are in default, 17 percent
of national direct student loan
recipients have "disappeared"
and 21,800 students have
avoided loan repayment by
declaring bankruptcy.
If students are ripping off the
schools and the public), they
have good reason to believe the
schools are doing the same to
them. The council found that 81
percent of the institutions it
checked supplied either
inadequate or misleading information in their catalogues.
On the plus side, the council
gave -colleges and universities
good marks for greatly ex-

panding opportunities for
blacks, women and low-income
persons. But it warned that
unless they begin policing
themselves better, the ethical
situation will continue to
deteriorate.
These are troubling times for
higher education, worse even
than the searing Vietnam war
years. Inflation is a greater
threat than student demonstrations. There is a surfeit of
faculty and, except at the most
prestigious schools, a dwindling supply,of students.
Yet the greatest threat of all
is the decline in ethical standards the council found at most
institutions of higher learning,
large and small. They will be
failing themselves, their
students and, ultimately, the
country if they do not take
energetic steps to reverse the
trend.

PA'

Funny
Funny World
An advertising man .who bought a
farm in Maryland saw an ad for a book
entitled, "How to Make a Profit on a 14
Acre Farm.The elephant, a veteran of this
southern wrote to the publisher, "The
man who wrote the ad should have
written the book."

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger 6i
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
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Looking Back

Thanks For Help

10 Years Ago

H. Nix, Harry Russell, Steve Sammons,
Dorothy Sheeks and Helen Spann.
The candidates made themselves
available to answer questions from the
voting public. In responding to voters'
questions,the prospective officeholders
enabled those present to participate in
the democratic process.
Murray Woman's Club and
Murray-Calloway League of
Women Voters

Dear Editor:
As co-sponsors of the April 23 "Meet
the Candidates" program, we appreciate the participation of Freed
Curd, Mary Jane Littleton and Bill
Phillips who are candidates for Fifth
District Representative; and to the
following Murray City Council candidates: Lloyd Arnold, Billy Balentine,
Lee Bolen, W. R. Furches, Marshall
Jones, Howard Koenen, C. C. Lowry, J.

/ I Column of historical anti genealago al
anectlates.-strtries(IM!.farriii .noteA.)

Has Atiyone Seen An
Egyptian Temple Lately.

Both the Junior High Girls Chorus
and the Senior High Girls Chorus at
Murray High School, directed by Mrs.
John Bowker,received superior ratings
at the Music FestIval held at Murray
State University.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hazel
Fowler Rudolph, 37, Mrs. Minnie Dick
Curd,92, and Bobby Gene Green,22, the
latter due to a two car accident at
Aurora last night about 8:30.
The Rev. Joe Pat Thornton, a native

of Murray, has been named pastor of
the Flat Lick Cumberland Presbyterian
Church near Hopkinsville.
Miss Carol Lynn Champion, daughter
d Mr. and Mrs. William M. Champion,
was married to Marcus Roderick
Hayes, son of Dr. and Mrs. James T
Hayes, on April 4 at the Green Plain
Church of Christ.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the North Marshall Jets 6
to 3 in baseball. Osborn and Carraway
were on the mound for Calloway

20 Years Ago

'Twiggy'? Looks For Home

Echoes From The Past

t)PPE14..S
COURr

C•imo, Ileum Meek*

Letter To The Editor

Humanely Speaking

"TWIGGY," a wiggly, alert partDoberman pup about four months old,
poses for a moment with a volunteer
worker at the Animal Shelter, hoping
someone who sees hiskicture will come

iflp

to the shelter to adopt him
He and other animals described
below are available to individuals who
will give them good homes upon
payment of an adoption fee ($9 for
dogs; $6 for cats), which includes a
distemper shot and worming. Visit the
Shelter from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Fridax, and
from 10 a.m. to noon oh Saturday4. The
Shelter is located at 105 E. Sycamore
Ext. (Tel: 759-4141 ).
•

1 female, black with white markings,
6 months.
1 male, white with gray spot, adult.
1 male, white and gray, 10 months.
1 male kitten, black, 7 weeks.
1 female kitten, black and calico, 7
weeks.
1 female, black and white, adult.
1 female, gray and brown tiger, adult.
• 1 female, gray. and brown tiger, 9
months.

DOGS AVAILABLE:
1 female, part Setter, black and
white, 1 year old.
1 male, 2 female Shepherd-mix, 3
months old.
1 female, Irish Setter, 3 months old.
1 male, mixed breed, 6 months old.
5 male,2 female Part hound, 10 weeks
old.
1 male, part Beagle, black and white,
adult.
1 male, part Beagle, tri-color, adult.
1 female, German Shepherd, white,
adult.
1 female, Bassett Hound, adult.
1 male, Shepherd-mix, adult.

GM AF1F
Sri
• .7....•••••ffM
ro•

CATS AVAILABLE:
1 female, gray with white feet, adult.
1 female, tiger stripe with
whiteleet,-7 months.

Contemporary Religious Thought

W. C. Outland, 51, of 111 North
Seventh Street, Murray, was killed
yesterday afternoon at 4:30 in an auto
accident on U. S. Highway 79 between
Dover and Clarksville, Tenn.
Over 6113,000 in building Mnstruction
has been registered With I. H. Key, City
Building Inspector, and permits have
been issued.
Army Sgt. First Class Wilton H.
Jackson,27, son of Mrs. Ora I. Jackson,

Births reported include a girl to Dr
and Mrs. J. M. Byrn on April 27.
Betty Ellis, Pauline Bryant, Sally
Jones Crass, Ruth Slagle, and June
Gingles are pledges to the Kappa Delta
Pt national honor socill.Murray
State College.
.

30 Years Ago
James B. McClain, 44, conservation
officer, Calloway County, was killed
April 28 at 8 p.m. in a two car collision
near Gracey.
Other deaths reported include Miss
Alice Waters, former, long time
missionary to China, and Mrs. John
-,Cathcart, 72.
-= Harry L. Lovett, Seaman, USN, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Pearson Lovett, Is
serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Franklin D. Roosevelt,
operating with the U. S. Sixth Fleet in
the Mediterranean.
Elected as new officers of the Murray

Ministerial Association are the Rev. T.
A. Thacker, Memorial Baptist,
president, and the Rev. William G.
Sirarman, College_ Presbyterian,
secretary-treasurer.
• .
Judy Grogan, Greta Brooks, Carolyn
Wood, Judy Thomas, Jean Murphy,
Meredith Farley, Barbara Grogan, and
Bobby Ray are new officers of the
Murray Training School Chapter of the
Futuyt• Business Leaders of America.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Alias Jesse James" starring. Bob
Hope, Rhonda Flerning,_ and Wendell—
Corey.

40 Years Ago
•
Waterftild, Mrs. James Dulaney, and
Mrs. L. D. Hale.
James Kelso, Hilton Williams, Tennie
Rogers, W. D. Kelley, Earl Douglass,
Odine Swarm, Kathryn Dunnaway, and
Harold Douglass are members of the
cast of the play, "The Family Doctor,"
to be presented by the senior class of
Lynn Grove High School on April n
with Huron Jeffrey as coach.
The second annual production of
Births reported this week include a
Campus Lights, musical revue,
boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Outland.
sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha fraternity
James Patterson, Juanita Wynn,
at Murray State Teachers College, will
Wayne Wilson, James Max Grogan, L.
be on May 1 with Gil Colalanni as
T. liattarree, Virgie Shoemaker, and
director.
Audrie Mae Coleman are members of
Schedules for the four passenger
the cast of the play, "Listen To Leon,"
trains of the N. C. and St. L. Railway
be presented April 29 by the junior
running each day through Murrai
class of New Concord High School.
published.
Campus beauties named at Murray
New officers elected for. the Alpha
Department of the Murray Woman's —State -Teachers College are-Mary.
Xlizabeth Roberts and Nancy Mellen,
Club are Mrs. E. J. Beale, Mrs. Mary
Murray, Rebecca Dollar, Metropolis,
Ed McCoy 'Hall, and Mrs. J. D.
Martha Jane Jones, Clinton,
Rowlett; and for the Home DepartCharlene Fentress, Herndou, and
ment-Mrs. A. F. Doran, Mrs. Burnett
Geraldine Hammock, Sturgis.
All tobacco markets 10 Murray,
Mayfield, and Paducah will remain
open for sales until Max 5, according to
Boone Hill, president of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association._
'
Deaths reported this week _include
Robert Taylor, 79, J. M. Imes, 65, and
Miss Lillie Mae Hill.

In 1959, the people of the United
not suit the temple, which suggested
States received a gift from the United
possibly the Arizona desert — this
•Arab Republic. No, It wasn't oil — it
suggestion was discarded because of
was an Egyptian temple, the Temple of
inaccessibility to tourists. The UAR
Dendur, supposedly built in the first
wanted the temple to be where it would
century B.C. during the Roman ocbe seen and visited. For this reason,
_cupation of Egypt.
too, Mrs. White believed that the LBL,
This temple,about 50 feet Tong, 20 feet
with its many touristi, ioill1be-ideal:—
By Luther A. May
wide and 30 feet high, is reportedly one
blessed hope, and the glorious apOther possible suggestions were
Pastor,
Seventh-day
of the finest examples of a small temple
pearing of the great God and our
Memphis, Tennessee and Cairo,
Adventist Church
ever found in ancient Egypt. It has or
Saviour Jesus Christ." So the blessed
Illinois, because of their Egyptian
had, as the case may be an elegant
hope is the appearing of Jesus Christ in
The word hope means "desire
names.
with
facade, and three inner rooms. The
the clouds of heaven. This is what the
expectation of fulfillment."
The temple had been given to the
facade consists of two columns with
christian is longing for and it will be
What is the desire of our hearts?
United States in appreciation for its
Ps
palm leaf capitals flanking the enfor Jesus said in Matt. 24:33, that
soon,
37:4
tells
us,
"Delight
thyself also in the
help in the preservation of the two
trance. It is decorated with a winged
Lord; and He shall give these
when we see the signs_ being fulfilled
temples of Abu Simbel, which were
the
solar disk and other symbolic designs,
that we can know that His.coming is
desires of thine heart, and verse 5
threatened as a result of the conThe contractors began operations
tells
as well as relief carvings of three
near, even at the doors.
us,
"Commit thy way unto the Lord;
struction of the Aswan Dam. This was
last week on the grade and drain on the
sacrificial scenes. It weighs in the
trust also in him; and he shallbring
another connection between the two
Benton Road from Murray to the
it to.
For further evidence that this blessed
neighborhood of 633 tons.
pass."
areas, since IJ31. was created as the
Calloway-Marshall County line.
hope
nearing
is
read
II Tim. 3:1-5,
By now you are asking, what has this
result of the construction of two dams
Most of the wonderful promises in
Deaths reported this week include W.
which tells us what the last days shall
to do with Kentucky fiistory? Well, in
and the small temple was • moved
C. Pearson, Thurston B. collie, 74, Will
God's Holy Word are conditional.
like.
be
1966, a Mrs. H. S. White, of Cadiz
because of the const..uction of a dam.
instance, if we expect the drsires of Forinstaceour
M. Fiser, 68, and Mrs. Mary Lucas
,
Dear reader may this make the
became very interested in this gift to
At the time the article was written,
heart to be met, we must delight ourJones, 25.
blessed
hope
become
a
reality
in
the United States, since its ultimate
yoke
the terhple had been dismantled and
With daily deliveries of milk over a
selves in the Lord. It seems to me here
life.
location was in doubt. It may still be in
stored near Aswan. Whoever the
wide territory continuing to exceed
is where conversion comes in.
doubt,since I don't recall reading about
recipient ultimately became would
expectations, several item.s of adPs. 34:8 says, "0 taste and see that
it being located anywhere. A comhave to bear the cost of dismantli^g,
Murray Ledger & Times
the Lord is good: blessed is the man
ditional machinery have been purmission, named the Commission to
transporting and reconstructing it, as
(UM'S 3011-700i
chased for the Murray Milk Products
that trusteth in hirn." In tasting of the
Locate the Egyptian 'Temple of the
well as ensuring its permanent safety.
Publisher
Company to handle the quantity of
Walter I. Apperson
Lord we do so by reading His Word
National Foundation on the Arts and
H Gene Ma 'utchenn
Editor
The recipient wa.-; also supposed to
This is .made clear when Jesus said,
milk.
Ledger
Times
I,
published
is
Murra,
The
Humanities, was formed to study
"create an environment appropriate to
every afternoon excelit Sundays, July 4, Christ"Man shall not live by bread alone, hut
. Officers of the Murray Rotary Club
possible locations for this gift. It was
Year's
Thanksgivin
and
New
Day,
Day
g by
mas
its archaeological character."
are the Rev. E. B. Motley, T. H. Stokes,
by every word that proceedeth out of,
I03 N 4th St.
Murray Newspapers, Inc
anticipated that several cities would
Murray. %,y 42071 Second(lass Postage Paid at
0. L..Boren, and K. C. Frazee. Memthe mouth of God." Matt. 414. And in 1
propose their locales for ultimate
Murfiy, Ky 42071
I don't know whatever happened to
bers of the board of directors are W. S.
Peter 2:2, "As newborn babes, desirp
SUBSCHIPTIM HAAS In areas served by
homes. Mrs. White became interested
Mrs .White's crusade to have the
earners.
$2 75 per month payable in Avant e
Swann,
sincere
the
-milk
Ben Grogan, and Joe T. Lovett.
of
the
Word
that ye
in locating the temple in the Lancl '
mail in Callowa
ounty and to Heaton, Har
temple located in hand Between the.,
mav grow thereby."
The annual Merriphis Conference of
Sedalia
and
Mayfield.
Fartrungton
din,
and
.ki
,
,
.4
.
Between the Lakes.
akel; it sounds like a vry
e good-idea.
Parts. Swehanairt and PuryeaP, Tn . {19 50 per
the Methodist Chtirch was held April 22
• The article which reported this,
year By mail to -aber -*all/Lawns.135-114,15ar
ut A evidently is either Still pgraitftr '-'7-FFA,
- Lord wants us t1). hunger ..ana
To rat therViirray MaKOBTChtifeh
Written in 1967, stated that Mrs.
5tr righteousness, "for Akey_
In some storehouse in Egypt
Assn,. -Tated Press. Kentucky INi,e
*Enker
Wbite
IT with the sermon -.being
was attempting to persuade the
nshall be filled." Matt. 5:6. When %Ware
been rebuilt somewhere in the 'United
A.Hoctatton
nessee Valley Authority to put in a bid,
filled, this brings the blessed hope T11i-,0,
States — maybe out in the middle of the
The A:metaled Pieta IS ettfustvel; entitled to
The First District Press Association
since the 1.13L seemed to fulfill many of
republish local-news originated by The Murray
in focus for us. Col. 1:27 says, "To
desert, after all. But just in case it just
rhet in Murray on April 26 as luncheon
lodger & Niles as me.11ets all other A 14 news
the UAR qualifications. The main
whom God would make known what is
TELEPHHNE NUMHVH-S
,was never publicized and really is just
guests of Murray State Teachers
,concern seemed to concern dimatic
Forsiness(Vice
753 1916
the riches of the glory of this mystery
across the river from us, let's all keep •
College and Dr. Rainey T. Wells,,
Advertising
Classified
753-1916
conditions, which were supposed to
among the Gentiles; which is 'Christ in
our eyes open for a fairly small house
Retail ansplay I Advertising
753-1919
president, at Wells Hall.
approximate those found in Egypt.
Circulation
7511916
you, the hope of glory.,"
with a solar disk on it. It shouldn't be
Hugh Hurt, I,aurene Yarbrough,
1/etg
Sports
751 1919
News and
The climati, in Washington, D.C. did
fltus 2:13 tells us, "Looking for that •
difficult to spot.
Laverne Moore, Curtis Willoughby,

"The Blessed Hope"

recently was named Soldier of the
Month for the 75th Artillery's Battery
B
at Fort Hood, Texas

50 Years Ago

t

Audalene Henry, Lee Warren Fox,
Vernon Moody, Eva Fan-is, Morelle
Grogan, Thomas Bell, Hortense
Stubblefield, and Euin Chrisman are
members of the cast of the junior and
senior play, "And Home Came Ted,"
presented April 26 at New Concord High
School.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Mammy's Lil Wild Rose," presented
April 20 by the sophomore class of
Kirksey High School were Ray Stark,
Hal Smith, Ted Ross, Otis F. Stubblefield-Will B."Venable, Jessie Bruce
Cunningham, Fred Carson, Margaret
Hubbs, Melba Ray, Ililda Edwards,
Graynell Watson, and Emmaloo Swift.
Del Monte peaches, large can,
halves, are listed at 19 cents each in the
ad for the Piggly Wiggly this Week.

Bible
And she, being before instructe
d
of her'mather, said, Give me
here
John Baptist's head in a
charger.
Matthew 148.
An evil' woman, became an evil
mother and raised an evil daughter
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KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

Benton Complex To Be Solar Heated

-6111115:01i

f

—1111111"
NELSON SHROAT SELECTED TO APPEAR IN "THE
BEST REALTORS IN AMERICA." — Nelson Shroat of The
Nelson Shroat Co,REALTORS has been notified he has
been selected to appear in the prestigious book "The
Best Realtors In America." This new book will soon appear in book stores and libraries across the Country.
Mr. Shroat was told "extensive time and research have
gone into the compilation of this comprehensive book
that will guide the American public and as a
distinguished member of your profession, you have
been selected to appear in the publication. Mr. Shroat
said "I am pleased with the selection" and reaffirmed
my pledge to have a real estate firm that serves his
community with trust, responsibility, and competent
service."

Dunn Attends
Continuing Ed seminar
.1
6

the

Dr.

une
ts
ay

• Bob Dunn, owner and
registered pharmacist at
Holland Drugs, attended the
Continuing Education
Seminar held at Kenlake State
Resort Park the weekend of
April 21 and 22.
The.program, sponsored by
the University of Kentucky
College of Pharmacy, consisted of the latest drug

therapy dealing with coronary
artery disease, angina, and
coronary emergency medical
care.
Dunn received his pharmacy degree from the
University of Tennessee
College of Pharmacy. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Hub
Dunn of Murray.

High-powered experts who
various
debating
are
stzategies to alleviate this
country's energy crunch are
also casting interested eyes at
an apartment complex soon to
be constructed in rural
Kentucky.
What they're hoping is that
the 97-unit Lakeland Wesley
Village to be built near Benton in Marshall County will
provide some answers about
the feasiblity of passive solar
energy, an energy source
whose potential is just now
being recognized.
The apartment complex and
related community building
which will serve as a
retirement village in Kentucky's Land Between the
Lakes area will use passive
solar technology to provide
most of the complex's heating
needs. While active solar
energy construction contains
such things as solar collectors
on a building's roof, passive
systems such as those
designed for the Benton
construction involve such
things as window placement
and the types of thicknesses of
floors and walls which will
"passively" collect and store
the sun's energy.
Funding for the $3 million
demonstration project, including the estimated $250,000
for solar equipment alone, is
coming from federal and local
sources. The Tennessee
Valley Authority is providing'
$225,000 of the solar funds.
Coltharp,
Richard
a
Paducah architect who

New For The 80s Pontiac Phoenix
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While the cost of nearly everything continues to skyrocket in the
face of unrelenting inflation, one
thins keeps getting less expensive
life insurance.
Since 1970, the government's
consumer price index has risen
from 116.3 to 181.5. or 56.1 percent, notes the American Council
of Life Insurance. Based on a sample of poliates sold. by 30 of the
largest life insurance companies, in
the same period, the average
interest-adjusted, surrender cost
index for a new $10,000 participating whole life insurance policy for a
25-year-old man fell from $4.79 to
$4.23 per 51.000 of face value, an
11.7 percent decline.
The losser premiums are due in
part to higher earnings on idsurance
company. investments, explains the
Council, and to improvements in
life expectancy.

facility expects to recoup its
investment in 20 years
through energy cost savings.
Another motivating force
behind the experiment was an
attempt to prove that solar
energy is feasible in Kentucky
mountain-and-valley terrain,
according to Nicholasville
architect Sarah Tate.
These businesses, and other
that install new solar equipment in their facilities between last October and the end
of 1982, will be eligible for a 10
percent federal investment
credit. Kentucky government
provides no similar incentives, although Ralph
Dennis, energy specialist with
the state Department of
Energy, said attempts to get
state funding for solar experiments will continue in the
next session of the General
Assembly.

CONGRATULATIONS
Wayne Wilson, left, congratulates Chas. Jeffrey
on his outstanding achievements since joining
his firm. Jeffrey has listed or sold $1,286,000 of
real estate in the two months he has been with
Wilson Real Estate.

five-star basis in the seven
volume Mobil Travel Guide.
which a's been compared -by
travel %inserts to the famed
Guide-Michelin.
42
restaurants in Kentucky are American Television and
listed in the 1979 edition of Communications Corporation
president and chairman
Mobil Travel`Guide.
To be lisTed in the Mobil Monroe M. Rifkin today anTravel Guide, the establish- nounced major changes in the
ment must be personally company's corporate strucinspected by an impartial ture. "We believe these
organizational changes are
trained inspector, who
employed by a completely responsive to the increasing
independent organization. The responsibilities inherent in a
inspector's - findings are growth industry such as
reported to an editorial board ours," Rifkin said.
of the organization, which has
Five vice presidents of the
__instituted a set of standards
company
have been elected by
foultstings
Each of the seven regional ATC's board of directors to the
editions . provide valuable newly created level of senior
information on local histor -vice president: Joseph J.
sightseeing, amusement' Collins, senior vice presidentsports, and
recreati(c eastern operations; John F.
facilities, in addition to tl:. Gault, senior vice presidentstar-rated food and lodE;r:- franchise development; David
D. Kinley, senior vice
president-planning
and
development; Michael J.
McCrudden, senior vice
president-western operations;
and Trygve- E. Myhren, senior vice president-marketing and
programming.

RECEIVES AWARD — Mike Baker, center, partner in Kentucky Lake Oil Company of
Murray, displays the award presented to the firm in recognition of 45 years of service
with Shell Oil. At left is Tony Rexroat, vice president in charge of marketing for Shell
and at right is John Pittman, district manager for Shell Oil's Nashville district. The award
was presented to Baker at the Kentucky Petroleum Marketers Association convention
in Louisville. Baker and his father, Charles M. Baker, are partners in the local operation.
we've Got the
Shield for You and
a Discount of up to
14% on Homeowners insurance for
newer homes too.

ATC Restructures Board
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Life Insurance
Costs Are Down

Seven Seas Restaurant has listings. Also included are
been listed in the 1979 edition regional road atlases and
of the Mobil Travel Guide,one detailed maps of major cities,
of the finest travel guidebooks special auto-tour routes, and
available. This announcement helpful advice to travelers.
was made today by W. Paul )- The 1979 Mobil Travel Guide
Dailey
"owner- books are available at Mobil
Jr.,
service stations, bookstores,
manager."
--Over 20,000 restauranti,.- magazine outlets, and other
hotels, motels and resorts are places where books and
listed and rated on a one-Us magazines are sold.

and

de a

a statement about its commitment to energy conservation but also an expectation that solar energy
will prove cost-efficient as the
cost of other fuels climbs. The
bank .also will use the system
to provide data on which it can
base more informed decisions
about making solar-related
loans.
Buncumb Corporation Day
Care Center, also scheduled to
open soon, will utilize both
active and passive solar
collection systems in hopes
that up to 85 percent of its
energy needs can be met that
way. Solar equipment added
$18,000 to the cost of the
$150,000 facility, but the

- Seven Seas Restaurant
Selected For Travel Guide
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designed the apartment
complex, said the project will
contain traditional energy
sources as back-ups. Rut he
hopes to meet 75 percent of the
facility's heating needs from
passive solar collection.
Also of note to energy
experts who hope to learn
from the Kentucky experiment is how successfully
the complex will meet other
eneqy needs from solar
systems. The hot water
system will function on an
active solar collection system
with hopes that no traditional
back-up energy sources will
be needed. If these hopes are
realized, it will provide new
impetus to solar energy in
areas geographically similar
to Benton, since current
projections are that solar
energy could provide a
maximum of 75 percent of the
complex's water heating
needs given the amount of
solar radiation in the area.
And the Benton facility is
not unique in solar experimentation going on in
Kentucky,though it will be the
first solar apartment complex
in the state. Other solar firsts
soon to debut in Kentucky are
a Louisville branch bank and a
Jackson County day care
center.
The branch of Liberty
National Bank, scheduled to
open soon, will get about 30
percent of its. heat and its hot
water heating from solar
energy. Estimated cost of the
solar equipment is $30,000,
which the bank says is not only

'1111
----The--1980 Phoenix, Pontiaes -first--tront-wheet-drive-eni,--is-a_totally•._redesivned
"efficiency
sized" vehicle %%Filch (Allis improved fuel economy, better handling, and
increased interior
space compared to the 1979 Phoenix models.
Both coupe (top) and hatchback sedan (bottom) have a 104.9-inch wheelbase
compared .
to the 111.1-inch wheelbase in 1979.
Main feature of the new Phoenix is its front-v)heel-dri*e with transverse mounted
engine.
In addition to improved handling, benefits of front 44 heel drive include improve
traction in
many instances and more interior roominess than in 1979.
The new Pontiac Phoenix is powered by General Motors' 2.5-litre (151 cubic
inch) fourcylinder engine. A GM 2.8-litre (173 cubic inch) 60-degree transverse V-6 is also
available
on all models.
New standard equipment items include: four-speed manual transmission and
fiberglass
riadIlirtrres; Inskir hood release: cemtptict spare tire: cfilumn-mouated...",smart
windshield wiper ssastier. light dimmer and turn signal; AM radio and load sitchsJh
floor cstrpeirng
and fold-down rear scat on the hatchback sedan.

1".8.°P

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Nelson Shroat
Jamie Washer
Mike Baker
—ChartèsJéffrEy
Paul Dailey,Jr.

JAMIE D. WASHER, }'.l.
C., Murray, field representative for the Woodmen of the
World Life Insuiiince Sorter
has been named to the
membership
of
the
President's Clubs by the
National Woodmen President
Nick T. Newberry. Hi`
membership in the Millionaire
Section of the Clubs honors his
top-rated performance in
membership
and
- service
Waslierwill-be-entitled to wear s11).er.
emblem lapel _pin insetwilLa
ruby, emblematic of his accomplishment. Members ol
the club will meet %Rh
national president at the Toss
and County Hotel, San Diego
Calif.,in July.

erotection

The board of directors also
elected eight additional vice
presidents, all of whom are
being promoted from within
the company's home office.
New vice presidents include:
William A. Brown, vice
president
tele,communications systems;
James H. Doolittle, vice
president-eastern operations;

Henry J. Gerken, ,vice
president-secretary and
counsel; Larry W. Howe, vice
president-cable programming; Lawrence H. Janes,
vice president-CATV
engineering; Gerald A.
Maglio, vice presidentmarketing; Charles R. Morris
III, vice president-corporate
development; and David R.
Van
Valkenburg,
vice
president-western operations.
"This new structure will
allow ATC to more effectively
manage the challenges off our
company's rapid growth,"
noted Rifkin. "And we're
pleased with the fine work of
these capable people," he
continued.
ATC, the second largest
cable television company in
the country, currently serves
900,000 subscribers in 107
systems and franchises
located in 32 states, including
systems in Murray and
Mayfield.
The company, a whollyowned subsidiary of Time
Incorporated, has been actively acquiring new cable
television franchises in cities
throughout the U.S.
In the past 15 months, ATC
has won franchises in major
cities including Little Rock,
Ark., Kansas City, Mo.;
Rochester, N.Y.; and Wichita
Falls, Texas.
ATC has also received
approval from the Borough of

Queens, N.Y. Bureau- of
Franchises which, when fully .
constructed, will be the single
largest cable television
system in the country.

•
_ _JAM'
Boyd.

- money1nartagy.:7159.0istiete• 1.4uss„,
help yeir-whanever you f..oa a problem.,,Tyhett_
money is involved.

PEOPLES BANK

(I/

Mt,*111•Y

1TY
,
0/11,
,
77
47^,0^

Member FDIC

Ronnie Ross

This page is
written for
and sponsored
by the Murray
Business
Community

Danny Ross
210E. Main
p0 Phone 753-0489
Shield of Shelter

You'reout
if you don't
have clout!
Clout You get it when you
deal through me. an
Independent Insurance
Agent Here's why Because
Urn in business for myself I can
place your onsurante with any
-•

of several reliable companies
This gives me clout /Since I dOri t
work for any one company. I'm in
a position to negotiate in your
behalf, pick ing and
choosing the car,
home bult•oels, or life
protection that Surt•
your needs best
For help with your needs
cab or visit me at

SANII NOUS
A child's allowance
should be - cgnsistent
with the economic standards of the family. The
allowance should not be
used either as a reward
or as a punishment, acchild
to
cording

For Complete information
call'

krumaye

AGE NT

Phone Or See:

•

Guy Billington
Bob BIllingtoa CPCU
Tom Scruggs
Owen Billiagton •
TAsig., Dan Shipley
z.

Murray-in'itiance
Agency
efif

•._.
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'fishing Line
I hope most of you were able
I haven't seen a sauger in
to get on one of the lakes while two weeks so this falling water
they were at their peak has really affected them:the
elevations. It gives a person canal should be good fishing
the
feeling
of
being pretty soon.
somewhere before you acBass fishing has had a bad
tually are.
taste in the mouth feeling for
You know, things look several days. I think maybe
familiar but you can't really things will improve soon if .
recognize anything in par- the information on Jerry
ticular.
McConnell
and
Gary
I hope the water continues to Marquardt is true. I heard
fall as scheduled and we can they caught 7 bass on Ky.
get on with our spring crappie Lake last Wednesday affishing. The crappie have been ternoon! The pattern for the
more responsive on Lake week was feeding close to
Barkley than Ky. Lake as far deep water in the early and
as numbers, but size still has late hours of each day, Plastic
been with•Kentucky.
worms produced the best
There are periods when you bass, with a crank. bait
can catch crappie in water 20 running a close second. I
inches deep and then 15 wonder about a top water
buzz
minutes later you will have to bait.
change to 3 feet. Single trees
We will find out. Saturday
produce one or two fish while a and Sunday when all
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hord, Mayfield, were fishing the
of the
good tree top has nothing. To bass clubs in Kentucky send
Wildcat area Wednesday, April 25, and came in with
make a long story short, the their top six fishermen to a
several -nice crappie. Mrs. Hord shows two of their catch.
fish have been so scattered it Federation Tournament on
Staff Photo By Mary Barrow
wasn't worth comapring notes Barkley Lake.
Each club
on where a fish was caught. member has to
be a member
Try any and all,bursh you can of B.A.S.S. also..
find until you get a system or
The club team thal wins will
pattern if there is one.
represent the state of KenThe depth to fish should also tucky in the national finals
be • trial & error. Don't be later in the year. Be sure and
Or Mary Darrow
stubborn and slay at one spot come to the weigh ins on Little
and depth. move around until River
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Underwood
Memorial
you find where they are. At
Weigh in time for Saturday Thurman, Murray, went on a Tournament. The tournament
this time of the year crappie will be six p.m. and 3 p.m. on.
fishing trip Friday, April 20, will be held out of Cypress
are really moving from the Sunday.
and came in with a nice string Springs Dock, and a picnic
deep water areas into the
If you are planning an of about 20 crappie. They were will be held afterwards at
shallows to feed and spawn so outingon the lake watch for
fishing on Kentucky Lake, in Mike Baker's cabin. Time of
you will have a good chance of 'drifting logs that are barely
the tournament will be from
the Johnny Reed hollow.
finding them in the top 3 feet of floating, there are hundreds of
daylight till2 noon.
water,a good part of the day.
objects, that can flip a boat or
Most of the button brush will knock a ,hole in it especially
Saturday May 5, Murray
Buddy and Donnie Boyd.
be visible this weekend and during flood stage.
Bass Club will have their
Murray, came in Saturday.
my guess is the crappie will be
Steve
children's
day
April 21, with about 50 or 60
HAPPY FISHING!
close by.
crappie while fishing on
Barkley Lake: Most of their
fish came out of the bushes.

00.M1

Outdoor Scene

The Murray Bass Club had a tournament Saturday, April 21, out of Kenlake Marina. The
trophy winners were left to
right: first place, Neil Stubblefield; second place. Jim Lewis; third place, Paul Myhill;
fourth place, Paul Maggard; and
Lyle Underwood took Big Bass hqafers.
Staff Photo By Mary Barrow
a

Fishing: An Answer To Gas Shortage Vacation Woes

Fishing novices needn't fear it is so 'Sihiple to learn," rivers and lakes that require
With the recent rumors of
curtailment
gas
and coast or lack of expertise. Mulready claims: -Half the little travel time.
2iSet up an RV pool. If you
regulation, •millions
of According to the American fun of a first family fishing
Americans are pondering the Fishing Tackle Manufac- vacation will bp the ex; have an RV and want totake it
Association
the citement and sharing in out, take along another couple
fate of their family's spring turers
average "starter" equiptment- teaching each other how to or family.1 --.
and summer vacations.
3iLet this one big trip
Airlines have already should cost no more than $25. fish."
Hess Darnell. Coldwater.
several
stopped at Murray Bait Co cancelled some flights tem- Department stores, sporting
short,
Because- of gas.shortages. replace
Saturday, April -6. with a porarily ancitle proposed -no goods stores and tackle Mulreagy suggested travelers weekend trips you might.
have trained
crappie that weighed in at 2'. weekend gas sales" law may dealers
consider the following when otherwise have planned.
4 iBuy your fishing licens
pounds. Darnell said he had keep many - -from planning professionals on staff that can planning their trips:
. es
been camped on Barkley Lake family vacations this. year. advise you on choosing the
1 iContact your state's early; there is a limit to the
best gear to fit you and the
and had caught several fish Yet,there are alternatives.
Department of, Natural number isSued and more
type
of fishing you plan to do.
Mulready,
Paul
president
of
during the week.
Resources for maps and in- people than ever will be taking
.out their rods and reels this
the American Fishing Tackle "T.he beauty,of fishing is that formation on nearby
streams, year.
Other reports of large Manufacturers Association,.
crappie being caught in from suggests families_ re-evaluate
• Theron and MINN Crouch, their vacation plans in light of
Farmington. The Crouctis' the as shortage situation.
had been camping at Honkers -Try. to discover what your
key objectives are. Why are
Bay, on Barkley Lake.. and
OK.-The greatest new Omega, the power runs equiped
with lightweight Fuji
you going on vacation. What is thing that ever happened
caught.several crappie
to a throughout the rod, but is super
-quality aruminum oxide
the .purpose of a family fishing rod...
greatest in the butt section, guides for superior casting
vacatuai-7,If your answers are
--Jenny
The
That's a unique blending of where you. need it for
Ridge
and less line wear.
something
like
'to
relax,
to
be
.Bowhunters Society will have
graphite and fiberglass, to flexability.
Ounce -for-ounce and
together•as'a
family,
to
have
their regular Monthli meeting
provide the ultimate in power,
Next is better tip ac- feature-for-feature, the new
then
fun,'
consider
a
family
Thursday, May 3. The meeting
sensitivity,andduribility.
tion..sensitivity that allows Omegas are in a class of their
will be at the club house at 7 trip."
Lighter weight than con- you to flip a lure or bait ac- own,.,
by Zebco, the greatest
Fishing
is
enjoyed
by
over
p.m. and all visitors are
ventional fiberglass rods, curately, and easily, and to thing
that ever happened to'a
63- million Americans. Of that Zebco calls
welcome to attend.
them the Omega. feel the lightest tap on the fishing rod,
other than a big
number over.20 million are line, designed.to
balance with business end of yourtackle. .
fish.
women and nearly the same their famous series
of Omega,
With three tasting and four
anieuntare_children under 17. spin-cast.and spinning
reels._.:
Porter
Mangrum,Farspinning models, ranging
Fishing enthusiasts, fishing
Why is the
nding of from ultra-light to worm rod
mington, : came in from
-LINE CARE--• Ed Morgan,left, and Wayne Darnell, both- of Murray, came in with 120 crappie Wedlocations and fishing styles graphite,
which has become action and weight, other • A damaged line is going to.
Barkley Thursday, April 26,
nesday, April 18. The two were fishing Barkley Lake.
vary from coast to coast. famous in recent
years,for its features are equally im- cost you more lure.. (and:
with a6 pound bass. Looks like
-Some find it a total escapist .strength in
Photo courtesy of Murray Bait Co.
rods, and pressive.
fishing is going to pick up.
more fish!) than all rod and
sport," says .Mulready, fiberglass, which
has been a
reel problems combined.
casting
The
models
have
"where a harried executive durable standby for
more than strong, lightweight pistol grip Fishing line, just like any
can be alone. 'away from two decades,so important—
(•
handles, pebble-grained for other piece of equipment,
(
(
)
I
phones. Other find the
On Ledbetter Creek at Ke-rilake State Park
The answer is simple.
()
needs
little - preventive
superior
holding power.
,
challenge of fishing swift
0
The combination of the two
6
maintenance to keep it per0
Spinning
models
featuee--streams, tricky rivers. and offers strength never
0
before anodized aluminunfteel scats, forming well. Let's look at
expansive oceans a constant imagined, allowing you
to set double-locking rings -and some of the .factors affecting
source of excitement in the a hook with all
your might----cornfortablghtweight-feam you line.
'most sociable of all set- without fear of breakage
or grips for durability.
1.Nylon monofdemerit is
9
tings...the great outdoors."
9
damage to the rod. With the
All new Omega rods are subject to damage from Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
sustained exposure to heat
and direct sunlight. So, store
4
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
your _spools (Anne in a cool,
dark place.
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage- 0
0
2.Certain chemicals, like
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
gas and oil, can weaken nylon.
0
It's a good idea to rinse off
9
Rt. I Hardin •
4502 474-2245 or 474-2211. ext, 171 9
700-11: Son. Thry Thurs.
your spool after a day's
00-1 001ri
fishing.
3.If you. experence unex,
•
-0MTnei
rlitlV' hi eakage,- Omar
•••••••••••••••••••••
your rod guides and reel parts.
• Campers You're Got a Good Thing
If there's a rough spot, you'll
Going! •
•
find it quickly by running a
piece of nylon hosiery through
your guides and over your
reel..
•
•
4.1locks, trees and logs will
•
•
affect your line after repeated
contact. Check frequently for
Serapes and nicks.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
• Authorized Dealer For St,arcraft & Road Ranger
•
5.MOst fish have teeth of
DON AlleaURE
GRAYSON NkaURE
Parts-Acces
sories-Serv
411
some kind. After each fish,
ice
.roke 94 lost out of Murray tor 2 miles Turn right on 280
-..eheck your line tor nicks.
Follow 280 for 7 aid's post Bonner s Grocory Take
The scene at Taylor Bay, on Barkley Lake, Sunday April 22, was crowded. The water
What it all boils down to is
blacktop )nto Panoromfond follow blacktop to your right
was high and most ramps were under water, or the toad-getting to them was covered
this:Check - your
line
,Rt. 3 Boi 118
Hwy. 94 East
Telephone,502-436-5483
(502)753-0605
with water. Most of the people using this ramp came in with some fish, and many
frequently. If you locate'
came in with large strings of crappie.
Staff Photo By Mary Barrow )damage, determine the source
and cottect it.
...wwwwoNimmor7

Graphite-Glass Rod Series

Kenlake Marina 8

•
•

•
•

4aina

•
• White's Camper Sales

am Holiday Travel,Inc

•
•
Complete
Hook-Up
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••

to-

Big Mac's Discount

4. WOW!

tfie

BRING
YOUR 8A4S
ABB BRAME,

,sis

a

Anything less Is Just A Car

- HICKORY HUTPIT BAR-B-Q
The Largest Caught & Weighed
of Each, At Hickory Hut
During April Wins
A SMOULDER OF BAR-DO

Compliments
Of

Spoqing
Goods
Hi-Way 641 S.

itESTAWRAN1

•••

Murray, Ky.
-

South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

a

•
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MEMO OUTDOORS

By Wads OHM

Ducks Need
Bottomland Hardwoods
-

vs

• uire
f you
ike it

TWIN LAKERS GOOD SAM CLUB held its monthly
campout at Piney Campground in
the Land Between the Lakes on April 20, 21, and 22.
A potluck supper was served Saturday night at the campsite of Dan and Carol Kelly,
wagonmasters, who were assisted by
B. C. and Orpha Grogan. Rudolph Howard, dub preside
nt, presided and is pictured in
the top photo with Sean Kelly at the Howard campsit
e. In the bottom photo are
shown some of the members under the Kelly awning. They
are, left to right, Ned and
Beth Wilson, Fay lacks, B.C. and Orpha Grogan, Carol Kelly,
and in front, Kevin Kelly
and Ashley Thurman. Rudolph and Opal Howard conduc
ted worship services under
the awning of the Herndon trailer on Sunday morning.
Others present were jimmy,
Marilyn, Gina, and Cheryl Herndon, Hunter and Winnie
Love, John and Joan Bowker,
Bill and Norette Hill, J. B. and Jo Burkeen, Lloyd jacks,
Grover and Doris Burkett, Guy
and June Cunningham, Fred and Martha Butterworth,
Dock and Larue Wallace, Mark
Wilkerson, C. W., Dot, and Yvonne Jones, Houston and Glenda
Harned, I. T. and Anita
Bucv, and Lyman and Betty Dixon.

tp
rt,
uight
-nses
the
more
:king
this

t Fuji
oxide
asting

Ted Williams
Introduces
Awards
•
Sears, Roebuck and Co. and
Ted Williams, fishing tackle
advisor, are making awards to
people who catch record or
near-record fish on Sears rods
and reels.
Recipents will be designated
Gamefisher • Award Winners,
in conjunction with Sears new
line of premium rods and
reels. Each-- will receive a
parchment certificate with
name, date and details of the
catch. Suitable for framing, it
will be signed by Ted Williams
who will also send winners a
personal
note
of
congratulations. In addition,
each winner will receive a
special Gamefisher fishing
cap and two award patches.
Williams, former baseball
great and authority on fishing,
has been chairman of the
advisory staff since 1960. He
helps research, design and
field-test fishing equipment.
To win a Gamefisher award
you must have caught a
record or near-record fish of
any kind on a Sears rod and
reel, anywhere in the world.
Send a photo of you and your
fish with a note detailing the
type of catch,. length, weight,
body of water; bait or lure,
and type of Sears tackle used
to Gamefisher Award, D-703
BSC, 40-131, Sears, Roebuck
and Co., Sears Tower,
Chicago, Ill. 60684.Also give
your opinion of Sears fishing
equipment.
For further details about the
award, contact the sporting
goods department of your
Sears store.

OUTDOOR
TOPICS
by Bob abewstor
MERCUR, OUTDOOP CONSUL TAN'

and
new
f their
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ed to a
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UNTAPPED ENERGY

Knots
Palomar Knot: For tying on.hooks

ing to

ca_nd
ii and
)ined.
,• any
,rnent,
ntive
per0k al-ecting
nt is
from •
heat
store
I cool,
like
nylon.
Ise off
day's

•I oop 3 to 4 ,nches ot
line end and pass loop
through hook eye
Short end must not
pass through eye

Holding line and book
eye between thumb
and linger grasp loOP
with tree hand 56d
thread an overhand
knot

Pass hook through loop
and draw hoe Chile
• guiding loop over lop
ot hook eye

Pull short end ot line to
tighten knot snugly and
trim short end to about

,Twice Through the Eye Improved Clinch: For tying
on lures

Pun end of line through
eye ot hook or lure and
double back through
eye a second time

loop around standing
part ot line 6 times

Thrust end back up between the eye and
the coils and back
through the loop as
shown

Pull up tight and trim
end

• Uni-Knot Loop: For tying on tree-swinging
lures.
4

unex(-heck
parts.
you'll
ning a
'irough
your
is will
peated
,[tly for
ceth of
ch fish.
S.
wn to is
line
locate.. source

,
Run the line through
Make 6 turns around
the eye at teast-e
the doirbie M.P.end
inches and told it back -through the loop
'
toward the hook or
lure

Snug up and slide the
knot toward the eye by
pulling the standing
line until you arrive at
the size loop you

TO hold the knot at
that potnt, pull the tag
end to tighten the
Snot Trim Knot will
slide against the eye
aster fish is hooked

_

desire

Uni-Knot SOW*: For ioining two lines of about the same
•

3
-

'
Overlap the laid ot your
line about 64riches
Form &Apo° and cross
the two lines in the
nnirldie

4

2
Make 6 turns around
the two :Ines and
through the loop
Snug the

knot up tight

diameter

•
--

7-

Tie a Second 4n'-knot
ynth the remaining end
and snug it up Pull the
pined line and slide
the knots together •

Scientists may be overlooking
a potential energy source in the
electric catfish of Africa.
Or the electric eel found in the
Amazon River watershed in
South America.
Still too, far away?
1iJen lees_consider the electrk
fish4iving in the coastal waters
of North America.
According to information
from Mercury outboards' fishing department, there are at least
three electricity producing fist
which live next to our shores
0--They are the Atlantic clean,
ray, ranging from Nova Scotld
to Cuba; the Pacific electric ra
which lives from British Columbia to southern California; anc
the lesser electric ray, which resides in the Caribbean.
Although biologists hasi
studied most of these electri,
fish, they do not fully understand the process by—Which- the
fish can manufacture electricit
Special cells in thefish's bod
act as electric producers, an.
chemical changes within --thc
cells cause a buildup of electricity.
Tissues composed of these
cells are arranged like plates in
a battery and can be discharged
When needed. •
The larger rays and the electric eel of South America can
discharge up to several hundred,
volts—enough to stun and knock
down an adult.
Fish use their electric power
to. disable other fish for food
and to warn assay anything which
might pose a threat to them.

--

5
Tighten the cdrnpleted
knot and trim the ends

Last Day

Anybody with a basic straighten floodplam streams
•
knowledge
of
wildlife and move the water through
management knows that good the bottoms at an accelerated
habitat is the key to having rate. Until the `newly-dug
thriving game and non-game channels silt in, new lands are
populations. Quail need dried up and changed from
brushy fencerows. Deer and woods and wetlands into
rabbits
need
thickets. fields. In a year's time a tract
Squirrels need stands of of bottomland hardwoods can
mature forests that produce be converted into soybean
annual mast crops. And acreage.
waterfowl need wetlands.
"It's tough for us to keep
That's what's bothering the track of just how much botU.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. tomland habitat is being lost,"
Ducks, and specifically the Rieben said. "Small tracts are
mallard, which is the most disappearing here, large
populous specie in the tracts there. We're trying to
Mississippi Flyway, need two get an update on the situation
types of wetlands: nesting and identify areas for possible
potholes in the prairies of the acquisition
critical
as
northern U.S. and Canada, waterfowl wintering habitat."
and wintering wetlands,
Rieben said research has
primarily seasonally flooded just been done at a major
bottomland hardwoods, in the southern university to comgreater Mississippi River pare bottomland habitat to
Valley.
upland hardwoods and pine
The nesting grounds to the forests. He quoted figures that
north have long been targeted pines support one deer per 25for preservation by such 40 acres. Upland hardwood
groups as Ducks Unlimited, supports a deer per 18-20
the
National
Wildlife acres, while bottornlands will
Federation and others. But the support a deer per every 5-10
southern bottomland hard- acres. Pines hold a squirrel
woods are another matter. per every 48 acres, upland
Only recently have biologists pines and hardwoods one
per
Duck hunting in western Kentucky will be dealt
understood the importance ot 20 acres, and- bottomland
a
severe
blow if wetland and bottomland hardwood
preserving wintering habitat. hardwoods, one per two acres.
habitat continue to disappear. The U.S. Fish
And recently also have they In general, bottomland
and
Wildlife
Service is considering extensive habitat purdiscovered that it might be habitat has a general wildlife
chases throughout the Mississippi River Valley to
loss of that habitat, not nesting carrying capacity 2-5 times
counter
the threat to the birds' wintering grounds.
grounds, that could spell the greater than that of upland
end to hu.ntable populations of woods.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
wild ducks.
Besides game animals and
"We've completed a study birds, bottomland hardwoods This program is designed to winter.
aimed at outlining bottornland and wetlands are extremely identify critical habitat areas.
The alternative to setting
hardwood areas for possible abundant in numbers of non- Hopefully the next program aside this land is
bleak for the
acquisition," said Craig game species. Songbirds, will be one of'actual purchaie. waterfowl enthusia
st. When
Rieben a spokesman from the reptiles, fish...all are feeling Already three tracts totaling the habitat is gone,
the ducks
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- the pressure of habitat loss. 16,100 acres have been singled won't stop in west
Kentuck
y.
vice's Atlanta office. "The
Rieben said western Ken- out in west Kentucky, and in And when they finally run out
study is entitled 'Bottomland tucky is included in the Fish the next 10-15 years they may of habitat in
their _great
and Hardwoods Preservation and Wildlife's study, and become part of a web of last wintering ground
s, their'
Program,' and it points out surveys of wildlife and bot- ditch (no pun intended) bot- populations will
dwindle and a
tomlan
d hardwood tracts great resource and
that of some 26 million tomland habitat have been
tradition
original acres of bottomland conducted to determine where where mallards can pass the will be a thing
of the past.
hardwoods in the southern possible acquisitions need to
Mississippi River Valley, only be made. Heavy habitat losses
about three million acres are have occurred in the three
still left."
—1•
primary
Mississippi
•
Rieben continued that the' drainages - Mayfield Creek,
•
•
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Obion Creek and Bayou
du
•
estimates that 300,000 acres of Chien - and proposed flood
•
the nation's wetlands are control projects could spell
•
being lost each year, and of further trouble for waterfo
wl
that sum, 260,000 acres come populations in the area.
•
•
from the Mississippi Valley.
•
Though part of the Ohio
The reason most acreage is River drainage, west Ken•
•
cleared is because of the boom tucky waterfowl habitat losses
•
in soybean agriculture. New, have also occurred in the
24 Hour Wrecker Service
•
•
intensive farming practices Clarks River bottoms and
•
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray. Ky.
•
coupled with a high demand- along the Tradewater ,River,
•
return for beans has caused Pond River and Cyprus Creek.
•
new pressures for drainage
•
And so the federal agency
•
Appreciate Your Business"
and clearance of wildlife-rich which PiTatiets our fish—arid •
_
lowlands. Government-spo- wildlife resources is preparing imsasseasassesi00000asasssasassiessawiiipt
nsored drainage projects to move - while they still can.
1•••■•••• 0000OOOOON•w•••••

••e
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SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

11
.641 North
14==414=011:===XK====>114

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
BODY I;FORK

Monday, April 30, will be the
last day to get a boat licensed.
Licenses are on 'sale at the
Circuit Court Clerks office in
the County Court House.

Thornton
Body
shop

- WATSON'S
Fish Market
759-1208

900 Sycamore
753-5142

So. 12th. St,
(We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Cotfisk•

•

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

Sportsmen:
;Got VALUES 1

Check The Values
and

Hooks-Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tirnss i 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tiros
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Blue-Gold
A Coach's Look At The Media
the press
I read once that, by and large,
nd and
husba
like
along
get
and coaches
not much.
wife. ThOy respect each other, but
and it's
I don't endorse that theory
of the
ve
entati
repres
doubtful that the five
the
joined
who
media
onic
electr
print and
night
y
Frida
staff
Murray State coaching
Scrirrunage
for our final football Blue-Gold
ophy
philos
that
to
will add credibility

Mike Gottfried
Guest Columnist

"sudden death" overtime.
at
But it's not my intention to poke fun
and
these men whose brawling metaphors
ing to
foaming hype help make sports appeal
their hip
in
card
press
That
.
public
the
coaches
pocket is a badge of honor that all
must respect.
as
After reviewing their performance
made
.coaches, however, it's obvious they
field of
the right decision in entering the
commu.lications and not coaching.
A few examples of what I mean:
Once, after an interception, coach
Tommie Liggins of the Racer staff
quarscreamed in disgust, "Give me a
the
asked
and
up
d
walke
Wilson
k!"
terbac
a
and
dimes
two
for
coach if he would fettle

a
The situation, briefly explained, was
three
and
s
writer
Two
roles.
of
g
tradin
to
broadcasters were given an opportunity
es in
coach
e
colleg
as
ies
fantas
their
out
live
the
exchange for a story and intoview from
coach.
head
If
One thing is certain after Friday night.
they
those guys wrote and spoke as bad as
in
coach, they wouldn't have a press card
their wallet!
Representing Murray's contribution to
Tony
communications on the Gold unit were
r
Ledge
y
Murra
the
of
editor
Wilson, sports
Racer
& Times, Lee Burdorf, voice of the
WSJP.
Sports Network, and Keith Farrell of
Joining the Blue staff from Paducah were
ah
Barry Forgis, sports editor of The Paduc
of
or
direct
sports
k,
Sun and Frank Moroc
WPSD-TV.
Equipped with headsets connected to real
by
coaches in the pressbox and shadowed
aging
five
these
s,
coache
.additional Racer
imposters detailed strategy and called plays
in directing their respective teams
throughout the night.
The record book now shows that Wilson,
a
Burdorf, Farrell, Forbis and Morock own
0-0of
record
ng
coachi
career
d
distinguishe
a
1. The game ended in a 6-6 tie, even with

I sneaked into the Blue dressing room at
halftime to see how things were going and it
appeared that I was coming in the middle of
a typical Knute Rockne pep talk delivered
by Morock.
"Let's make'em hurt, let's make 'em cry,
let's make 'em bleed...amen," said Morock.
Well., it sounded like a pep talk.
Forbis was at a loss for words after the
game to explain the Blue teams inability to
score more points. "No comment," said
Forbis, "until after I see the films."
Farrell and Burdorf were very serious in
their approach to coaching. They both,
however, kept wanting to take time out for a
"word from our sponsor" when things
started going against them.
In all seriousness, the above discriptions
are obvious exaggerations. And in my first
and probably last attempt as a columnist,
I don't want to be accused of misquoting.
anyone.
One final word. You guys can have your
typewriter and microphones back now .if I
can have my headsets. I enjoyed being a
journalist. What an easy way to make a
living.
And if any of you ever have an opening on
yOur staff, promise to check with me. After
all, you should know about security in
coaching.
You all got fired after just one game.

A Famed (Or Foolish?) Debut
It's over. The beginning and probably the
end. My career as g college football coach.
Oh, don't think that I was particularly
excited when I was notified that I, as well, as
other local media people, would be a guest
coach during last night's Blue-Gold flake at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
"Aw, I'll probably occupy the far end of
the,bench-and get to see the team as it comes
on and off the field," I told myself a few dayS
ago. In my mind, a "guest" coach's biggest
job would be showing up for the game. From
..t.here on, it would be downhill.

Tony Wilson
Sports Editor

h

_ Or so I thought. Upop arriving at Stewart
: Stadium 90 minutes before gametime, I was
whisked to a meeting room with my fell,ow
media coaches, Lee Burdorf of WNBS and
Keith Farrell of WSJP radio stations, for a
planning of strategy.
My team, the Gold unit, also had real
coaches in the form of Tommy Liggins, John
Behling, Ron Zook, Jim Surrency and Tom
'Pandolfl.
The Blue squad had the hated Paducah
duo, Frank Morock of Channel 6 and Barry
Forbes of the Paducah Sun, as its media
_
coachesZook quickly introduced Farrell and me to
the fine points of defensive-play calling, and
by the time we accompanied the team for its
warmups, enough a's, m's and other playcalling garble had run through my mind to
fill a can of alphabet soup.
We helped the team through eitiLwarmups,
but they were the last moments I could
recall with detail from then until game's
end. We took a 6-0 lead in third quarter, the
Blue tied it late in the fourth, and both teams
had to settle for a we-thought-we-won-theythought-they-won-sudden-death 6-6 tie.

Murray State Coach Mike- Gotttlig..._„
gathered both squads after the game on the
field and expressed his feelings toward the
team, which completed its spring workouts
with the game.
"Of all the spring drills I've been invorved
with, you guys have made this one the most
satisfying one for me," he said.
Later, one of the media coaches made an
interesting observation. "You don't notice
any individuals down there," said Burdorf,
who reguarly broadcasts the Racers'
regular-season games. He relayed the offensive plays from the coach seated in the
press box via headphones to players running
•
in and out of the game.
"The big plays individuals make really
stand out after I broadcast a game," he
said. "But on the field, the only memory I
have is a blur of plays."
There were three — no, four — plays in
particular that made it a rewarding experience for the small crowd that huddled in
the 40-degree temperatures.
Nick Nance scored on a 30-yard run with
7:38 left in the third quarter for the Gold's 60 lead, but Bryan Crall, who doubled as
quarterback and place kicker, missed on the
extra point.
The Blue's Danny Lee Johnson, who Was
limited to 24 yards on 11 carries, broke loose
.for a four-yard score with just 34 seconds
left, tying the game and appearing to set up
the usually-routine extra point as the gamewinner.
But linebacker Tony Boone cracked
through the middle twice — after the Gold
unit was offsides on the first play — to block
the kicks and force the extra period.
from its
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r did
neithe
but
10-yard line in four plays,
.
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and play was
perfect
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unWell I'm 041 as a coach and
for
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bright
defeated," I said
s,"
home. "Yeah, but your're also winles
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someone chime

l
Bryan Crall 141 is chased by the Blue team's Todd McCullough as an officia
scrambles to avoid being hit during last night's Blue-Gold game at Roy

d
Stewart Stadium. The squads battled ton 6-6 tie in the contest that marke
"tar( photo by Tony Wilson
the end of spring drills for Murray State.
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Murray Netters Take 6-3 Decision

s
4

Sports At A Glance

Racers Halt Middle's Win Streak
By'
sfp041Y WILSON .
something to the team as a
s Editor
whole and the players inThree things were ac- dividually."
complished by the Murray
The Racers, who lost by a 7State men's tennis team with 2 count to Middle in
Murits 6-3 victory over Middle freesboro earlier this spring,
Tennessee yesterday at the
won three of the five three-set
MSU tennis complex, and all
matches and four--six
three were good ones.
singles events.
The Racers ( a I upped their
Chris Leonard beat Dale
won-lost mark to 20-5, (b) Short 6-4, 2-6, 6-3 at No.
2;
snapped the Blue Raiders' 18- Roger Berthiaume stopped
match winning streak and I C
Tony Fernandez 5-7, 6-1, 6-2 at
provided Coach Bennie
No. 3; Finn Swarting defeated
Purcell with his fifth *gawp of Peter Roberts 7-5, 6-4 at No.
4
at least 20 victories.
Oh, and Murray established
itself as a prime contender for
the Ohio Valley Conference
title, though Purcell is still a
bit wary of predictions.
•
By the Associated Press
"Anything can happen in a
Last year wasn't Jerry
tournament," he said in
reference to the May 144-15 Koosman's best season. This
OVC
championships in year just might be.
Cookeville, Tenn. "But This
"I'm throwing the same now
victory definitely proves as
I always have," the unbeaten Minnesota Twins' lefthander said Friday night after
winning his fourth game this
year, a 5-3 decision over the
Detroit Tigers. "It's just that
these guys are giving me
excellent support. Anyone
could win with the kind of
Murray State's scheduled support they have given me."
game with Southern Illinois in
Carbondale yesterday was
American League
cancelled because of rain. The
'Breds take on Western
Kentucky in an Ohio Valley
Which Ls what Koosman
Conference twinbill Sunday at didn't get last year while
Reagan Field. Game time is 1 pitching for the New York
p.m.
Mets, a 3-15 season he'd like to

and Steve Willie edged Danny
Wallace 7-5,6-4 at No.6.
Terje Persson lost to Peter
Hoffernan 6-4, 6-4 6-4, 6-4 at
No. 1, and Mike Costigan fell
to Stewart Thompson 7-5, 2-6,
6-2.
In the doubles, PerssonLeonard eliminated RobertsThompson 6-4, 3-6, 6-4 at No. 1;
Heffernan-Fernandez
beat
Swarting-Costigan 6-7, 6-3, 6-4
at No. 2 and BerthiaumeWillie whipped Short-Wallace
6-4,6-4 at NO.3.

"It's really surprising that paid off so far."
Swarting and Willie i both
And the difference in a home
freshmen) have been able to and an away tennis match?
come in and do as well as they
have," said Purcell. Swarting,
"A lot of things fall into
a native Of Sweden, is 18-7; whys," he said. -After Middle
while Willie, a ,forrner high beat us down there, we felt
school state doubles champ in like if they beat us here, they
would prove that they were
Missouri, is 19-6.
the better team.
"r purposely scheduled a lot
of matches on the soad
"But the court surface, the
because I have so many young
pressures of traveling — those
players (only one senior),"
things have a big effect on
Purcell said. "And I think- it's
your pint."

Twins' Koosman Still Unbeaten

Murray State
Rained Out

.
ourthe
d
inst
this
bit,"
Billy
go

NCAA Increases
Scholarships
By the Associated Press
MISSION, Kan. -- The
NCAA has decided to increase
its postgraduate scholarship
awards from 80 to 105, but
several other matters dealt
with in executive meetings
this week were tabled.
"Very few hard decisions
were, made," a spokesman
said -rriaic Of— Meetings in
Colorado Springs of the
NCAA's Executive Committee, council and steering
committees. "Most things
were referred to the August
meetings."
A proposal- to create an
Athletic Injury Surveillance
'System to study the causes of
such injuries was referred to

the Competitive Safeguards
and Medical Aspects of Sports
Committee for further study
and possible revision, said
Assistant Executive Director
Tom Hansen.
Dave Maggard, athletic
director at California-Berkley
and chairmen of the International- Relations Cornrepcvrted to the-counritthe NCAA's concern over
recent actions by the U.S.
Ojympic Committee.
The executive committee
also discussed the use of threeman officiating crews for
basketball, but referred the
proposal to the Basketball
Tournament
Committee,
which meets this summer.

MINUTE
FLAT

forget. Seemingly washed up,
Koosman was sent by New
York to Minnesota in an offseason deal.
In the other American
League games Friday night,
the Seattle Mariners defeated
the New York Yankees 6-5;
the Baltimore Orioles trimmed the Oakland A's 7-1; the
California Angels turned back
the Boston Red Sox 8-6; the
Kansas City Royals buried the
Cleveland 'Indians 154; the
Milwaukee Brews defeated
The Toronto Blue -Jays 8-5 and
the Chicago White Sox blasted
the Texas Rangers 11-0.
Koosman allowed seven hits
and struck out eight before
needing relief help from Mike
Marshall in the ninth inning,
when
John Wockenfuss
slammed a leadoff homer.
The Twins jumped on Dave
Rozema for four runs in the
second inning for all the runs
they needeed on five single
and a sacrifice fly. Willie
Norwood, Rivera and Mike
Cubbage each singled in a run
after Glenn Adams and Rob

Wilfeng had singled. Roy
Smalley added the sacrifice
fly.
Mariners 6, Yankees 5
Pinch-hit home runs by Bob
Stinson and Dan Meyer in the
eighth inning capped a
threerun Seattle rally and led
the Mariners past New York.
Meyer delivered off Dick
Tidrow after Willie Horton
and Stinson also hit solo
homers in the eighth.
Orioles 7, A's 1
Baltimore defeated Oakland
as Mike Flanagan pitched a
three-hitter
and
Ken
Singleton, Lee May and Gary
Roenicke. hit solo home runs.
Flanagan completed his first
game in five starts and helped
the Orioles to their ninth
straight victory.
Angels 8, Red Sox 6
Dan Ford smashed three
singles and scored twice as
California ended a four-genie
losing streak 'by beating
Boston with the help of four

Red Sox errors.
Royals 15, Indians 7
Al Cowens clubbed four hits
and Frank White smashed
three, including a home run,
as Kansas City blasted
Cleveland. The Royals,
winning their fifth straight
game, pounded starter Wayne
Garland for four runs in the
first inning and lidded five in
the second.
Brewers 8, Blue Jays 5
Gorman Thomas' three-run
homer capped a four-run
Milwaukee second inning,
triggering the Brewers over
Toronto.
Winner Lrry Sorensen
scattered 13 hits, five of them
by Rick Bosetti, before being
lifted in the ninth.
White Sox 11, Rangers 0
Chet Lemon drove in three
runs with a two-run homer and
a double and Claudell
Washington also drove in
three runs and scored three to
lead Chicago over Texas.

Espinosa Stymies Padres
By the Associated Press
Nino Espinosa recalled his
checkered pitching career and
thought to himself briefly in
the ninth inning: Oh no, it's
penin$pin.

On Friday night, the script
changed, however. Espinosa
pitched his first complete
game of the year for his third
victory. He struck out six and
walked two in a 2-8 victor?,
over the Padres. • National League
The tpiliis got their first run
when San Diego's Cy Young
Espinosa, traded from the winner; Gaylord Perry,2-1, hit
New
York
Mets
to Garry Maddox' with the bases
Philadelphia just before the loaded in the first inning. "I
season, was leading 2-0 and hit him with a forkball. That
took • a two-hitter into the was a bad mistake on my
eighth inning against the San part," Perry said.
Diego Padres.
Larry Bowa smacked an
He yielded hits in the eighth RBI single for Philadelphia in
and ninth innings, winding up the second.
with a four-hitter, but there
'In the other National
was a point at which he could League games, Montreal
see-tt slipping away from him. dubbed San Francisco 14-8.
"I wanted to go all the way Houston outlasted Pittsburgh
lo bad'," the Phils right- 9-8 in 11 innings, Atlanta edged
hander said. "My first win in Chicago 3-2 and Cincinnati got
New York I was ahead 6-0 in by St. Louis 4-3. Los Angeles at
the eighth. They got three New York was rained out.
runs, and I left with two on."
The Phils wound up winning
T-Ball Is Set
that one 6-3 on April 15.
Youngsters ages five or six
-The last time out, I was
throwing a two-hitter into the who interested in playing Teighth, then they (again the Ball should register Monday
Mets? got a hit and a walk, and frOm 4 to 6 p.m. at the T-Ball
I was out of the game again," Field, located on Chestnut
Espinosa said. The Phils won -Street at the ordFity Park.
For additional information,
that one 3-0 at home last April
call 753-7920.
21.-

•.INft1%.
COME TASTE A
REAL GOOD
TIME AT —
SEVEN SEAS •

'4

Sunday thru Thursday
Aprij_29-May 3
Fresh i(y. Lake

-JCATFISH STEAK
or FIDDLER

He soaked, lathered from
head to toe, and rinsed in three
minutes flat. He's serious about
saving energy by saving hot
water.

Expos 14, Giants 8
Andre Dawson and Gary
Carter each slammed two
home runs as Montreal
pounded the beleaguered
Giants' pitching staff for 17

Malor League Standings

r3

NBA Playoffs

Sullivan Paces
Tiger Golfers

CALVERT CITY, Ky. — Lone Oak with 321,followed by
Lynn Sullivan flied a 75 to Metropolis (Ill.) (322) and
pace the Murray High golf Mayfield (325).
Other Tigers and their
team to a second-place finish
in the 17-team Marshall scores were Howard Boone,
County Invitational here 78;- Trent Jones, 80; and Greg
Cohoon,84.
yesterday.
Tilghman's Buddy Bryant
Sullivan, who tied for second was the medalist with an evenbut lost a playoff with par 72. .
Mayfield's Jeff Boyd, helped
Murray High hosts Tilghthe Tigers to a 317 total, man to a 3:15 match Monday
second only to 'champion before traveling to Fulton City.
Tilghman with 314. Third was Tuesday.

West Ky. -Rural'Electric
Cooperatir:Corporation

I

70
°ArS r4WI1FIK
I"

FOOTBALL
Monomial Football League
WASHINGTON REDSKINS— Signed
free agents Stan Winfrey and Buddy
Hardernan, running hacks. Frank Collins.
Terry Lindsey, and Bill Helms, receivers;
Gregory Dubinetz, guard; and Torn
_Mllanovitch_ and Angelo Welts, defensive
ends.

M0y29his
Eil EOM
Eillaip II

•UM1

Reserve Your
Advertising
Space Now.
Make your
campaign a
successful one.

3 •...I,
imps, on

91FW-

Restaurant •
70.9-4141
11IGNWAT 441N.

Mahood League
ATLANTA BRAVES—Activated Bob'
Horner, third baseman. Placed Bob Beall,
first baseman-outfielder, on the 21-day
disabled list.
PHILADELPHIA PHILLLES—Placed
Pete Mackanin, infielder„ °tribe 15-day
disabled list Purchased the contract of
Rudy Meoli, infielder, from Oklahoma
City of the American Association

Don tForget

.4
For it,.

Transactions

Call Our
Display Advertising Departrrient
Today at.:.753-1919

— FOR ONLY $350

*tag

Baseball Leaders

NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEMA 9..
NATIOKAL LEAGUE
EAST
EAST
BATTING 36 at taw—Fader. Cle.
W
L
Pct. GB
W
L
Pct. GB ' 40; Wutield, SD, 066; GM.addoz, Pb.
Phila.:M.101m
LI
4
Bast=
756 —
12
5
746
.326; Grit'', Cie, 351; Croinattie. Mtl,
Montreal
11
S
Bellmore
6611
12
1
6
110
19111
.147.
M louts
II
I
Milwaukee
500
4
10
8
366
24s
RUNS—Pahl,Hid, N. Parker, Pgh, 15
tlucago
New York
7
S
10
467
S
SW
444
249
Cancepcn, Cln, IS; Lopes, LA. IS. lasween,
New York
Detroit
6
8
436
5
6
6
us
Mb, 14, Jeruz, Hta, 14; Winfield, SD, 14
Palau!'gh
6 11
353
6 12
64, Tomato
533
64s
Clark, SF, 14
WEST
Cleveland
S 12
214
RN—Fader,Cin,asK111011/111. Chi, 15
Houston
14
5
737
WEST
JCruz, Mit l7; Drisessa,Qa,Id; Idia-phy.
Cincinnati
10
9
California
526
13
4
7
650
Atl, 15, &melt Ad. 35; Tamer. SD. 12
San Francisco
9 11
Minnesota
4.50
11
6
M7
HITS -Winfield, SD, 32; Foster, Cm, 30
Los Angeles
Texas
8 12
400
10
6'n
6
1
Garvey, LA, 311:' Concepts', Cu,. 21
San [Argo
Kaiaks
I 12
City
400
556
10
64),
I
2
Gnffey, Cui. 2?
Atlanta '
6 12
Chicago
333
II 10
Pt
444
4 .
DOUBLES—Morgan. Cm. 8; GnHey.
Friday's Games
Oakland
6 13
316
6ks
Cm,I. Cromartie, Mtl. 7. Garner, Pei 7
Montreal 14, San Francisco
Seattle
6 14
WO
7
KHrnanda, MU, 7
Atlanta 3, Chicago 2
Friery's Gomm
TRIPLES-1Scott, StL, 4; 11 Tied With
Houston 9, Pittsburgh 6, It innings
Milwaukee I, Taranto 5
2
Cincinnati 4, St.LOWS 3
Minnesota S. Detroit 3
HOME RUNS—Kingman, Chi,
Las Angeles at New York, ppd., rain
'Chicago 11, Texas 0
Murphy, At!, 7: Diliwraff, Mt), 5, Donnell
Philadelphia 2. San Diego 0
Kansas City 15, Cleveland 7
All. 5, 6 Tied With 4.
Baltimore 7, Oakland 1
Saturday's Games
STOLEN BASES—Moreno. Pgh, 9
Los Angeles rHomon 1-2.1 at New York
California 6, Boston 6
Cabell, Htn,5, JCruz, Htn.5; Morgan, Cm.
Falcone 0-0)
Seattle 6, New York 5
Putd. tan, 6.
San Francisco Blue 4-11 at Montreal
Satarday's Games
PITCHING
Decisions i —Richard.
Milwaukee ( Haas 0-D at Toronto (Un'Sanderson 0-1)
Htn, 44, 1000, 2111; Espinosa, Phi, 34,
derwood 0-3)
St Louis (Vuckovich 14) at Cincinnati
1006. 1.55, Ruthven, Phi, 34, 1000, 2.48;
Minnesota (Gilts. 2-2) at,Detroit( young
(Hume 2-2)
Andumr, Htn. 3-0, 1 000, 1.31; KForsch,
0-0)
Houston J.Melon 1-1) at Pittsburgh
Htn,
1.006. 2.36, Blue, SF, 41, .800„ .
(Robinson 2-1)
Oakland
5.01, Littell. StL, 3-1, 750, 2.36; Palmer.
Chicago (fteuschel 1-2) at Atlarda
Mtl, 2-1, .667, 2.118.
:
11_1:
T
B1
:
le
:zas
a
ng
(McWilliams 1-2) ( )
l"
::i
i:ei
thircG
1-2r)
ega7Ch7lclaglio'
STRIKEOUTS—Richard, Htn, 40,
San Diego (Jones 3-2) at Philadelphia
PNiekro, All. 25; Sutton. LA, 24, Blue, SP,
(Carlton 2-21, (n)
Cleveland (Waits 2-21 at Kansas City
23. Knepper, SF, 23.
(Leonard 2-31,( n)
• Sunday's Games
Los Angeles at New York, 2
Boston (Rainey 111 at California (Frost
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Houston at Pittsburgh
1-01, in)
BATTING 35 at bats i—Lernon. Chi,
New
San Francisco at Montreal
1.2York(Hunter 01 ) at Seattle Ab.400; Kemp, Oat, .396; Cooper, MU, .300:
San Diego at Philadelphia
bott
ABanrustr, Ctu, .3E; Smalley. Min, .387;
Chicago at Atlanta
Sunday's Games
AOliver. Tex, .367.
Milwaukee at Toronto, 2
glottis at Cincinnati
RUNS—Lansford, Cal, 15; Lynn, Rsn,
Minnesota at Detroit
Mesday's Games
17; Cooper, Mil, 17; Rice, Bin. 16;
I,os Angeles at Montreal
Texas at Chicago
Downing, Cal, 16; Carew, Cal, 16
San Francis.° at Philadelphia, n-'
Cleveland at Kansas City
RBI—Baylor. Cal, 27; Porter, KC. 19;
San Diego at New York, In )
Boston at California
Cooper, Mil, IS; Singleton, Bal, 16; Lynn,
Houston at St.Louis, In)
Baltimore at Oakland
Ban, 16.
New York at Seattle
HITS—Lansford, Cal, 30; Lemon, Chi,
6; Cooper, Mil, M; Carew, Cal. 20; •'
Downing, Cal, 27, Grich, Cal. 27.
DOUBLES—Coopei, Mil, 8; Downing,
Cal, 5; Lemon, Chi, 6; aisle, M11, 7;
Secoad Round
C7Washgtn, Chi, 7.
'
Philadelphia 130, san Antonio 97
Best of Seven Series
TRIPLES—Grich,Cal, 2; Lansford,Cal,
Sunday's Game 2;
Eastern Conference
RMiller, Cal, 2; ABannistr, Chi, 2;
San Antonio at Philadelphia
Pater,
Game 1
KC. 2; GlIrett, KC, 2; Norwood,
Wednesday's Caine
San Antonio 119, Philadelphia 106
Min, 2; Horton, Sea, 2.
,Phladelptua at San Antonio, /n ). if neeGame 2
HOME RUNS—Lynn, Ban, 11; Cooper,
emery
San Antonio 121, Philadelphia 120
Mil, 6; Singleton, Bal, 5; Athens, Cal, 5;
Grich,
Game 3
Cal. 5.
Game 1
Philadelphia 123, San Antonin 115
STOLEN BASES—JCruz, Sea, 9; LeFWashington 103. Atlanta 88
lore, Det,7; Randolph, NY.7, Harrah, tie,
Game 4
Game 2
San Antonio 115, Philadelphia 112
6; Otis, KC, 6.
Atlanta 107. Washington 99
PITCHING (3 Decisions i—Jolut NY,4Game 5
0, 1.000, 0.83; Koosznan, Min, 4-0, 1.000,
4.E; Jenkins, Tat, 4-0, 1.000, 1.62; Drago,
Bin, 3-0, 1.000, 1.53; Palmer, Bel, 3-1, .750, 3.05; Caldwell, M11, 3-1, .750, 2.31; Ryan,
CIE 3-1, .750, 3.41; Wortham, Chi, 3-1, .750,
3.45.
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal, 35; Jenkins,
Tex, 30; Wortharn. Chi, 23; Guidry. NY,
12; Koosman, Min, 21.•

f
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Christian Church
Speaker Sunday Is
Rev. David Roos

110.

Dr. W.E. Mischke Speaker At Church

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

The First United Methodist
The Junior High, Middle
Church will hold worhip High, and Senior High Youth
services at 8:4.5 and 10:50 a.m. Groups will meet Sunday at
on Sunday, April 29, with the 5:30 p.m.for reorganization. A
speaker to be the Rev. Dr. snack supper will be served.
Walter E. Mischke, Jr. His
subject will be "Reason For
Living" with scripture from I
John 4:7-16.

The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
-- Life Can Begin Again!" pastor of the Grace Baptist
will be the subject of the Church, 617 South Ninth
sermon by the Rev. Dr. David Street, Murray, will speak at
C. BOOS at the 10:45 a.m. the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday', worship services on Sunday,
April 29, at the First Christian April 29, at the church.
Dan Billington will direct
Church. His scripture will be
At the 10:50 service the
from Luke 22:31-34, 5462, and the music with Dwane Jones Children's Choir, directed by
as organist and Anita 11146.
24:34.
John A. Thompson and
Margaret Porter will direct Underhill as pianist.
Mrs. George Stockton, will
Nursery workers will be sing "The
the choir in special music with
Little Gray
Maxine Clark as organist. Mary Brandon, Mildred Donkey" and "Onward
Darrel McFerron will be Burpoe, Wanda Hartsfield, Chrsitian Soldiers;" and the
worship leader and Amy Roos Cheryl Pierce, and Jim Chancel Choir, directed by
Oarland.
will be candle lighter.
Paul Shahan with Be* Farrell
For bus routes information as organist
Elders will be Dr. A. H.
, will sing the
Titsworth and Frank Wain- persons may call L. D. Work- anthem,"Blessed Art Thou."
scott.. Jim Clopton, Mike man,7534975 or 753-5782.
Lisi Goode will sing a solo,
Sunday School will be at 9:45
Holton, Robert Hopkins, Don
"0
Lord Most Holy," at the
a.m.
with
Hoyt. Wyatt as
McCord, and Lenvel Yates
8:45 service.
will be deacons. Greeters will superintendent.
be Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass
Church School will be at 9:45
and Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Gore.
a.m. Sunday.
The flowers on the communion table will be in
memory of Mr. and Mrs. R. P.
Lay speaker at the worship
Holland by their grandservices on Sunday, April 29,
daughter, Rebecca L. Lew.
at 11 a.m, at the Russell's
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Chapel United Methodist
a.m. Supper for youth groups Church will be Bill Phillips,
2 NOTICE
will be at 5:30 p.m. Sunday local attorney and creator and
narrator for the radio
with meetings at 6 p.m.
ALL-STEEL
program,
"The
Bible
111111.11
1193
Speaks," on WKMS-FM.
3 for sale. Brand new,
"The Golden Rule: Is It
complete, unclaimed
of the week, will assist in the Alive and Well in the 20th
by dealer. Factory
services, and Dr. H. I., Oakley Century?" will be the subject
.cost
+ freight. 35' x 48'
will give the ordination for the talk by Mr. Phillips.
Modified Straight His scripture will be from
prayer. wall - $4300. 40' x 40'
The 7 p.m. speaker will be Matthew 7:12.
Curvette style - $4300.
Russell's Chapel Church is
the Rev. G. T. Moody with
50' x 80' grain.
Randy Sorrow, minister of located on Highway 732 south
machinery Curvette
youth,. assisting in the ser- of Faxon.
style - $8500. Call Dale
vices. The Men's Choir will
Eggert,606-252-5676.
present special music.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
It's A
1

Bill Phillips Will
Be Lay Speaker

from John 14:26,27 at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m. services, and
on -Victory in Jesus" with
scripture- Kin Cor. 15:54-57
at the 6 p.m.• services on
Sunday. April 29.
Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Bolls, Kenny Hoover, Vernon
Anderson, Don A. Moseley,
Sam Parker, Mike Thomas,
Wayne Wilson, .Ottis Valentine, Bob Miller, Earl Nanny,
and Max Walker will assist-in

Presbyterians Will
Hear Pastor Speak
Regular services will be
held Sunday, April 29, at 10:45
a.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church with the pastor, the
Rev. R. E. Rabatin, to speak
on the subject, "Peter's
Transformation,"
with
scripture from John 21:14-25.
Lisa Slat.er...wi.11 be organist.
The responsive reading will be
from Psalm 139.
Church School will be at 9:30
a.m.
PEANUTS
FINE

UNCH OF

BEAGLE SCOUTS KOU
GUS ARE!

Rhodes, and Edgar Rowland.
Bernice Wilferd and Don
Wright will serve on the extension department. Sandra
Garland will be teen nursery
helper and Holly _LaMaStus
will be special class helper.

Eastwood School To
Hold Program Sunday
The Eastwood Christian
School will have its School
Night Program by the Kindergarten and First and
Second Grades on Sunday,
April 29, at 7 p.m. at the
Eastwood Baptist Chutch,
located on Highway 94, east of
Murray.
Registration for the 1978-79
school term for Kindgarten
and Grades 1 through 5 will be
held from 11:30 a.m. to- 5:30
p.m. on Thursday.and Friday,
May 3 and 4, at the Eastwood
Church. For additional information persons may call
759-4090 or 75374834.-- OU SPOT FOUR CHICKS
AND 'YOU RUN OFF

AND

LEAVE ME!

G. T. Moody, associate
pastor of, the First Baptist
Church, will be ordained at the
10:45 a.m. worshipservices Oil
The Rev. Charles Blair, Sunday, April 29, at the church
interim minister of the with his son, the Rev. Dwight
Sinking 'Spring
Baptist A. Moody.as the speaker.
Church, will speak on the
Special music will be a solo
subject,"The Winter Is Past." by Mrs. Judy Henry. and a
at the 11 a.m. worship services selection by the Church Choir.
on Sunday. April 29. at the directed by Gus. Robertson.
church.
Jr., with Mrs. Joan Bowker as
Lake Hall, deacon_ of the organist and Mrs. Allem,
week,. will assist in the set.: Knight asPIanist.
vices with Mr. and Mrs. Don
Randy Cunningham. deacov
Vernon Gantt and Wayne
Roach to be in charge of
William
s wilLbe the speakers
Children's Church.
at the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The Church -Choir, directed
worship sefvices on Sunday,
Milton Gresham will begin
by Tommy Scott with Mrs.
April 29, at the University
his work as director of music
Scott as pianist and ,Mrs. Jim
Church of Christ.
and youth at the Memorial
TV. Rev:- Martin Mattingl
Neale as ''organist, *ill sing
Assisting in the services will
"This Is the Time I. Must will speak on the subject. Rapti. Church on Sunday,
be Ernie • Bailey, Leroy
"Infinitive:To Witness"--with Apri129.
Sing."
Eldridge, Bill Boyd, J. • P.
-Services_will be held at 10:50
At the evening worship at scripture from Luke. 24:36-49,
Parker, Ben Hurnphe-ys,
7:30 p.m. the Rev. Blair will at. the masses at St. Leo's a.m. and 7 p.m. with the
Richard Smith, and Charles
be the speaker.and the Youth Catholic Church at 6:30 p.m. pastor, the Rev. Dr. Jerrell
Srnotherrnon.
Choir will present special today and at 8 and 11 a.m. and White, as the speaker. Jimmy
Larry Dunn, Vernon Gantt,
Wynn,deacon of the week, will
music The choir will meet 4:30 p.jm on Sunday.
Gary Taylor, Tim Erwin, John
Church School for Grades 1 assist in the service.
Sunday at 5:30 . p.m. for
through 12 and Adult Class_ Special music will.be by the Gallagher, Joey West, Ronnie
rehearsal.
Choir
with Dunn, Tony Thompson and
Sunday School with Jim will be at 9:30 a.m. on Sunday. Sanctuary
Margare
Wilkins
t
organis
as
t James Lawson will serve The
_
Neale as directur Atli start at
WeekdaYrnasses will -be at
10 a.m., and Church Training 6:15 a.m., Monday, and 4:30 and Sharon Owens as pianist.' Lord's Supper.
Church Teaching will be at _ liurseu.supervisors will be
with Randy Herndon as p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesda ,
9:40 a.m. with Elbert Kate Eldridge, Edith Sledd,
director witrStart at 6:30 p.m. Thursday.and Friday
Thomason as director. and Verona. Grogan, and Mabel
•
Gallagher.
Church Training will be at
KOU ALL FORGOT YOUR
NCIC'ENTALLrf,
Bible Study will be at 9:30
'101.)
p.m. with Bill Zambella as
BEAGLE SCOUT OATH,
a.m. on Sunday.
HAVE A 600D TIME?
director. '
"DON'T CUT OUT ON
_ EDITOR'S NOTE — For reasons beyond,our
'control,
- A FREN0 h
today's crossword puzzle has not yet arrived.
We are
substituting the accompaning Tele-Puzzle in
its place.
The syndicate that supplies the regular crossw
ord 'has
been contacted and it should resume within a few days.
.......11
2 3. 4 5 6
8 9 1......

Vernon Gantt And
Wayne Williams Are
Church Speakers

Milton Gresham Is
New Staff Member,
Memorial Church

Catholic Services
Planned At Church

0
SOMEBODY NEED
HELP IN HERE?

11
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21
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31
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1979 eln,ted Feature Synclicale tec

4

47
56Y.41-15TEN To
MY STOMACH!
i'T'S REALLY
UPSET

aiNIN/&
HALL

4.2
8 29 30

48

"""..49

46

—

I THINK IT HAD
ITS HEART SET
ON PIZZA AND
BEER,

gl

52

.

r

55
7
4
4

-.

24

i

-

ACROSS
1.7 Partaired, appears in
Eight Is Enough
I

32 John or Pat is Duke

3;1 Prayer tabs.)

Ned apd Cesar
Burton
Aril.
•

.31 1/1dla .s last name

Color 'I'S'
t5 Mortals

I I Musical note

Motionless
Political party
17 Female relative

MN%
X;voLf.

19 Roads lab I
211 Starsk v tote,• me.

Or) p.HE

2.2 18'ho s Watching

SMALJL 02 •s _
•

otA,NGE,
"

-

—

1"It( k
4:1.
•,7 ;reek letter
41 Rich of Dunne

,

..12 Pianist Peter
1.1 New Fr
17 TV picture port till
49 Kind of 1111a h
and NI indy
.4-torten& and Baxter
."i2 Little House on the
:i•1 (iirl (coll.,
Street

DOWN
1 French painter engraver
2 Nlohanunedan priest
Unman bronze
Nipsey's
Lloyd •
8. Jacob•s fun( her Hid) I
7 Bossard or Berri.
State positively
9I Amgth measure
11) Sir Itultiiro,

/ROOM
ANY MINUTE
NOW.
UNCLE WALKER*
WHEN lS "rHE
F.IA[iY,.

19()V OR C-VRL
THE

Stone frond) torint •
12 Rights lab
.1,4 \II.Talbot's monogram
20 Rayburn and flackman

HURRAH!

BORN!
A

•

!•
t,

21

1,4,14
441
FOR THE GHO5T WHO WALKS.

:26
2s
29
MI
.12
it?

37

at

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

tt; Hawaii Fi'n'(
in,lrumeni . for lhort_
ri)8
r .('onger
'A/
Farrow
I he 55 or ld Torn,

soLuTION
3;Vg,N0'rGT3;
'i'8 d
:m61p
11
. • I
cyj

S.AN.r) V
•
"V;

(3,
1_,
-

2
-1G4

Nit #..11 tr
Hi.

s,c3,4
i.,ko.tsi
8 V. A 31
A '1;64

soi I
NOD

N
sy,e1,-a
i1^40
N

N
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753-5117
Experience
preferred.

Bible Call
Near "Facing the Storm of Life" 759-4444
Sr "Raking the Nog of
yew lifs.!.! 750-4445.

SECRETARIAL POSITION.

'

GOD IS LOVE
John 4.8
But seek
ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness. and all these
things shall be added unto
yob." Matthew 6.33. 24 boor
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE. 759
4600. •Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at I? 30 on WSJP
_
5.

GRIBIROUSI
NOUSIBOLD
PtART SALI
Must sell all plants Friday
and Saturday after 3 00 p m
Alai Sunday, Call 7674205 until 5 00 pin College Courts

Austin Farms

and
Sat. Plant Salt
753-5455

Tired of the same old
routine? Company has
openings for seven from
this area, who are neat,
and free to travel in
resort areas in western
area states, like the
Rockies and Las Vegas,
plus the east coast
beaches. No experience
necessary. Three weeks
all
expense
paid
training provided transportation
provided
year around. This is a
permanent job above
average earnings plus
annual- bonus of 300 to
-500-1Aus' you +tree- a
chance to win trip to the
country of yotir choice.
If accepted 'must' be
ready to—leave tvmediately. For moretnformation see Mrs.
Ethrige _Tuesday 12-6
p.m. at Holiday Inn. No
Phone Calls Please.
5, LOST
8. FOUND
_

311 I ;Aar or Saint
III An Alan last name
4 I Feminine name
13 Tavlor rin4Torn
44 ('rushy
15 Cereal Lake

Anger.

•
Nimoy. to t riends
French .11.8%11t1
roleticyontraction
Langrilin
SW'
Exist
Son of Set h Ifith
short sig`iiatorT.
Mary 1' or Roger

Gail

MSI MS MN 11

45

5 days
per week.
For
appointment
Call

Is A Specially at

1""1. NITINS MS!

Ir4

Bookkeeper

Starks Nardware

001111

19

Help
Wanted

Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

50$ Whitest'
flogweeds'In

15

.

11

BEETLE SMUT

6.HELP WANTED

Ordination Service For G.T. Moody Sunday

NANCY

HELP * I
WANITED

The Rev. Daniel Tucker,
pastor of the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church,
located out South 16th Street,
Murray, will speak at the 9:30
a.m. worship service on
Sunday, April 29, at the
church.
Ralph Robertson will dicect
the song service with Ricky
Cunningham as pianist. The
Church Choir will sing
"Prepare To Mee,X,Ttiti_ God"
as a special selection.
Sunday School Will follow
the Worship' service at 10:30
a.m. with Pat Robertson as
superintendent.

1111:1 I 11:1

THE LATEST WORD — Jim Call (seated, a graduate student at Murray State University. demonstrates an editing
terminal for type setting for three of the 19 area high school students taking part in an industrial technology
Workshop on the campus this week. The students(from left)are: Bob Dunckley, Henderson County High School, and
Dawn Redden and Patti Carson, both of Calloway County High School. The workshop o bjective was to introduce
the students to some of the latest technologies being used in industry today. •

John Dale Speaker At Seventh And Poplar Rev. Charles Blair
The Seventh and Poplar the services.
Church of Christ will hear
Is Church Speaker
Serving The Lord's Supper
John Dale speak on "Peace, will be Jerry Ainley,
Jack
At Sinking Spring
Perfect Peace" with scripture Rose, Kenneth Grogan
, John

Martin's Chapel To
Hear Rev. Tucker

FOUND
MINATURE
Collie, has white around
neck, light colored. Call 153
1636 for more information.

LOST. SEVEN year old male
Beagle in Wiswell'area,ono
collar Phone/53 5739,
6. HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway

Manufacturing
Company,
,)11 Poplar
St ,. Murray, KY
.

Bookliieeping, double entry
posting, typing, shorthand.
Excellent
benefits,
good
starting salary Send resume
to
Holton
Melugin
8.
insurance Agency, P.O. Box
596, Murray, KY 42071
TiAiC) SHORT order cooks,
one full time, one part tirne.
Kentucky
Lake
Lodge
Rastaurant, Aurora, KY.
Phone 474 2259

1. SITUATIONS WANTED

-

WOULD LIKE
'
to babysit for
one or two children in my
home 753 0516

10. BUS.OPPORT

UNITY

CAI WO

$40,000+ Per Year
IStart in Spare lime

Heinz and
thel-Boy-ArTlee Foods
National Corp seeking independent wholesale distributor
to join us in cashing in on the
booming automatic
merchandising industry Nothing
left to chance YOU need no es.
perience YOU do not sell Ain
make money YOU MUST be
mature and responsible bivestment as low as 82779 Write
or CA1.1, COLLECT, MR CARTER, Gourmet Products, 9999
Richmond Ave
Suite 129,
Houston, Texas, 77042 r713)7612316
14, WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call atter tilsm.
474 8838.
WANT TO buy. 19-70 to 1975
carner0 body, body and
interior must be in excellent
shape. 753 2470.

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CHAIN

SAW chains, .38,
'
'with for 16" bar, 510.59; 20"
bar, 511 99. 24" bar, $14.55.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FOR SALE
used tobacco
Slicks, tool boxes for pickup
truck, odds ahd ends. tall
753 4566
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, S26.99; 60
month 95 amp, 536.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SK IL SAW sale model 538,
-7"-Smodel
aa-1
559,f3dri
11 554.9974
mW
I
:Ill-5r
99—
52:
$66
Hardware,69, model 569, $7759;
model 554. S79.99.
Tri3r
Paris
eCHAINS, 78 147 fai-in
se bed frames GE Carry
Cool air -Conditioner, one
year old i girl's bike, new
tires, 4 steel belted radial
tires, size 0 78 14; 10 gallon
aquarium, complete with
filters and pumps, one floor
fan., 3 twin size repcord
bedspreadS. Call 753 8552

after S pm.
175 YAMAHA TRAIL bike;
VV-avecrest water bed system

and frame, dishwasher, built
in; stove with overhead oven.
Call 759 1207 or 489 2148 after

S pm.

16, HOME FURNISHINGS

BUILT IN
oven, surface
unit, and range hood, cop
pertone, all new. Call 153

2473.

BROWN VINYL couch and
EXPERIENCED'
chair, game table and 4
BEAUTICIAN Call /53 7674
chairs, (barrel style), a
FULL TIME florist desiOner.
Kitchen Aide
dishwasher.
Send resume to 'Box 32 N,
hone 489 2268.
Murray, KY
•FOR SALE. ore kitchen
MA T_URE PE RAQN_Iolceep 9
catunet., oneledoor ale Safe,
etionthIntrr? year -01d'4rf nytth
'"--KanBrnoide-ta- X -70 'preture.- -kez.r.rr..
,
...part-lime. 753 0363'
I r ame. 527-9367
atter.3 pm.
MAPLE TWIN beds, corn
ND BABYSITTER in my
plete, ii piece wood dinette ,
home References required
set, vireo; coffee table and
Call 437 4464
end tables. 75396)5
PART OR full time World
OLD KITCHEN cabinet pie
Book representatives, ex
safe, oak dresser, 16,000 BTU
C &lent
market.. local
air conditioner. Also house to
training Call 753 4161 or 435
be moved Weekdays after
4426 after 5 pm
4.30 pm call 437-4693
1

1
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die
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

16. HOME FURNISHINGS

0

23. EXTERMINATING

44. AUTO. SERVICE
52. BOATS 8. MOTORS
53.SERVICES OFFERED
FOUR, 15 X 8, II SPOKE
GUTTERIN
G
BY
Sears
chrome wheels. 6 lug GM, MER CRUSE INBOARD, Sears continous
gutters
outboard motor, complete,
like new. 345.2696,
per
like new; 313' houseboat, 16' installed
your
TIRE SALE, Premium
Call Sears
fiberglass with motor 759 specifications
grade, white wall, 4 ply
753
for
2310
free
estimates
1837.
polyester with Road Hazard
16' 1976 MARK TWAIN,162.T HUGH OUTLAND roofing,'
guarantee
A78X13, $21.39
model with 115 Mercury, excellent references, call
and $1 72 FET, E78X14,
Parisiinf low ride trailer. 753,1486 between 7. am and
525 63 and $2 20 F E T;
3:30 pm,ask tor Shelley.
759-1027.
F78X14, $2640 and $2.32
HOUSEWORK
WANTED.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
FET,
G78X14
or
$28.39
15,
Thurman
Purdom
&
Experienced, reliable, want
105 N 3rd SI
and $2 54 FET, H78X14 or 15, APPLIANCE
REPAIR one or hvo days a week, $22
Insurance I Real Estate 530 52 and $2 76 F E T ; service, refrigeration and air per day. Call 247-5716.
L78X15, $32.86 and 13.06 conditioning. Bill Rollins,
Southside Court Square
DELUXE PINE dinette table
HAULING DIRT, gravel,
F ET. Wallin Hardware, 753-0762.
with 6 captains chairs. 753- 24. MISCELLANEOUS
fertilizer, 753-4120.
Murray, Kentucky
Paris.
ADDITION
S,
REPAIR work.
5490
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
49. USED CARS
circulating fireplaces', INSULATION BLOWN in by.
753-4451
steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99.
1976 BUICK SPECIAL. V6, roofing, insurante work. Call Sears, save on these high
Wallin Hardware, Paris. I
excellent gas milebge, sharp. Murray Remodeling. 73- heating and cooling bills,
Used Furniture
COMMODES, WHITE,
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
5167.
Call 753-4710.
Used Appliances
$39.99, Colors. $47.50. Wallin
estimates.
Sit and gaze at scenic
19S6 CHEVROLET,also a CB BYARS BROTHERS & Son
Hardware,
Paris.
INSULATION BLOWN in
country beauty from
Used TV's
radio. 753-3619.
Abinies„home remodeling
wixt,.,.,..4._ General
EARTH WAY
PRECISION 34. HOUSE
'
S FOR RENT
your own swing on
1977 CUTEA
,Modge I Son, Inc.
garden seeder complete with FOR RENT: House, 3
.
t gutters, and
*Walifikr4
roofing.aSidi
Callaer
1 8277.
Coupe, gray and white, good 395-4967
your own front porch.
Six plates, $30.99. Wallin bedrooms, 2 baths, 1 14 miles
206 So.616
or 1-362-4895.
condition, Must see to apHardware. Paris.
Two bedroom home
from MSU. Water and
CAN'T GET those viten jobs IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
preclate.$4195. 753-5659.
FOR SALE: Western saddle, mowing furnished. 753.6273.
cars cluttering your yard and
with one acre of land is
PIONEER STEREO. 753- 753-3052.
1973 CHEVROLET VAN, around the house or mobile fields? Free pickup service.
home done? Carpentry,
1579 Untted F•shoe St
HOUSE FOR rent:753-4566.
r IOC
available
just
714.5 between 1:30 and 5:30.
in
511000
actual
time
miles,
new
RAPID GRO,8 oz., $1.39; 16 33. FARMS FOR RENT
plumbing, 474.8854 or 527-1315.
tires, one owner. can 753. painting,
for spring gardeners.
SEARS
aluminum siding, patios, JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
KENMORE oz., $2.19; 32 Oz., $3.75; 5 lb.,
0605.
refrigerato? and heavy duty $7.75; 10 lb., 511.85. Wallin FARM HOUSE near Ken.
small
Special feature is an
concrete jobs. Call 436- patching, also seal coating.
lakeon Ledbetter Road, $50
1 974
waver and dryer. All one Hardware,P is.
CHRYSLER
2562 after 5 pm.
Phone 436-257*
-THE CITY, I'M MOV- almost new Ben
per month. For details call 1NEWPORT, power and air,
year old. $400 or best *offer. RAPID S
CARPET CLEANING, at 'LANDSCAPING AND lawn
RPENER for 216-234.4383 • or write C.F. ING
Franklin
owner,
one
wood
759.1269.
good
burgas mileage, reasonable
THE SUBURBS
Precision sa4 Chain filing, Waldrop, 18800 Whitney
rates. Prompt care, by the job or contract
$1095. 1975 El Camino, good and
ning stove. Asking
only $12.99 at,Wallin Hard- Road,Stringsville, OH 44136.
efficient service. Custom for the entire season. Call
MYSEL
F.
"
condition,
vinyl
top,
side
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ware, Paris.
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
$19,500.
rails,$2195. Call 489-2595.
43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
'estimates.
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen 36. ItlEt4T OR LEASE
1969 CAMARO. Can be seen CARPET CLEANING, free
CITY
CONVENI
Esink, double compartment, 4
satisfied LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
at Vickers Gas Station every etitimates,
NCE - Country athole, self•rimming, $29.99;
references, V ibra-Vac steam and gas inSTattatIon, will do night except Monday and or
dry
$39.99;
$49.99.
Harcleaning
Wallin
Call Lee's plumbing, heating and air
Mini
mosphere!
KIROV Just
Friday.
dware. Paris.
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827.
conditioning. Call 753-1703.
minutes
Warehouse
1974
from
town
is
CAME
RO.759-4606.
VACUUM
DUST
COMPLETE ASPHALT LAWN MOWERS, tillers,
SAW
for - sale.
1976 EORD ELITE, loaded, maintenance paving, pat- motorcycles,
Storage Space
this 3 BR brick home
Shoemaker Lumber Come
CLIJUIERS
Datsuns
with power seats and win- ching, also seal coating Call repaired at low, low pricgs
For factory authorized parts,
pany, McKenzie, TN. (901)
with family room &
For Rent
dowS,
cruise,
tilt,
sales, and service call (901)
air,
AMEconomy
352.5777.
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
Repair Shop,
BOYD MAJORS
fireplace. Has atFM stereo rape, deluxe in. at Murray Speedway, High - Hazel, KY
642-7619 Located et 102 W.
753-4758
Call Larry
WHEELCHAIR, USED only
tenor anti exterior trim. way 641 N of Murray.
Washington St., Court Square,
Crockarell,
REAL
492-8241.
tached
ESTATE
garage
with
one week. Call 753-7735.
Parts, IN.
$3800 or best offer. Phone 759- CONCRET
• 753 8080
E & BLOCK work. LAWNS MOWED, painting
storage space and
26. TV-RADIO
1429.
37. LIVESTOCK-5%1PP. •
HAVE PROPERTY
Block garages, basements, done, 15.00 per- hour. Call
C.B. RADIO for sale. Cobra BULLS FOR sale! Perdeck
bar-b-quin
for
g.
FOR
SALE:
1975 Grand driveways, walks, patle% Terry Melton,767-6296:
-Professtonal Servtces
TO SELL?
-4 21 With Hustler antenna, formance tested half, threePrix, sharp, everything on it. steps, tree eStfmates. 753Central heat and air
WithThe Friendly TouchMOEHLE HOME anchors,
good working condition. Can quarters,
If you've beeit thinking
See at University Gulf, or 5476.
seven-eighths
19. FARM EQUIP.
underpinning, roofs sealed,
for
year
around
be plugged into
call 753-5782, or after 5, 753COMMERCIAL - 641
of selling, why not give
1975 FMC BOLENS lawn and lighter. $40. Work: cigarette blood Simmental and MaineCARPENTERS
patio
awnings,
and
comfort! Sound in9828.
North
garden tractor, 14 hp Wrest: 753-6331. 753-9694, Anjou balls. Only the very
AVAILABLE, quality work, aluminum
carports. Call
Water
us a call? You'll receive
ask for bast performance bulls
1976 FORD ELITE, power, realistic prices.
hydrostatic with 42" deluxe Davit
viting?
Then
give
us
a
Jack
Glover,
753-1873
after
available
6
Call
- 327 feet
selected from over 1,000
friendly, courteous
air, new tires, 28,000 miles, estimates, 753-9987 after for pm.
mower, tool bar will_ at. •
'
4:30
call. Only $42,900.
performance tested cows are
frontage
10.3
best
acres
offer.
tachment, power lift, power-47. MOB.HOME SALES
753-8450
after
5:30.pm.
service and professional
MITCHELL BLACKTOPtotal. Each side and
takeoff, $1775„ .ebarse 763. FOR SALE: 1972 Toronado being offered for sale
FOR SALE: 1978 Datsun DRIVEWAYS
John Smith, Realtor
advice. We have clients
WHITE -PING, driveways and small
12 X 50, 2 bedroom, gas heat, Broadbent Farms,Cadiz, KY
9204.
13210,
4
speed,
air,
AM-FM
behind
rocked and graded, all size lobs a speciality, also pat.
of Speedway
42211. Phone days,235-5182.
waiting to purchase all
radio, 10w mileage, $4000. pea gravel, free estimates.
601 FORD TRACTOR with 'somefurniture. Located Fox
ching and seal coating 753
Service Station. GOOD
753-8780.
plow and disk in good con-.- Meadows, $4000. 753.6950 FOR SALE: 3 sows, $175
Clifford Garrison, 753-5479 1537.
types
of
real
estate,
so
each;
one
boar,
$85;
160
Prfl•
DEVELOP
after
5
MENT PRdition. Call after 5 pin. (901).
1970 GTO PONTIAC, ex- after 4 pm.
NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
let us matctra buyer to
FOR SALE:: 2 mobile home. locusts post, $1 each. Call
247-5652.
OPERTY.
cept ion a I
condition, DO YOU need stumps located at Murray Sport
Boyd
after6 pm,435-4494.
your
One
Stardust.
property.
is
a
68
.Phone
X
12,
haS
automatic,
air conditioned, removed from your yard or Marine Center, 718 S 4th
16 HP FORD hydraulic
Majors Real Estate,
Call 767-2879 after 9 land cleared of stumps? We Street, Murray. Call 7537404.
garden tractor with 10 pieces 3 bedrooms. 2-baths. Also a. 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Kopperud Realty, 753753-7411 (aerials)' $1395.
105N. 12th St.
of equipment, $3600. Phone LaSalle, 56 X 12, 2 bedrooms AKC LABRADOR Retriever
Pm.
can remove stumps up to 24' Fast service.
1222 anytime. We make
and 2 baths. For more in- puppies, 2 yellow females, 9
759.4799.
below the ground, leaving PAINTING OF all kinds,
44.
LOTS
FOR
formation Call Murray, 474- weeks old, had all shots
SALE
buying
and selling real
only sawdust and chips. Call home°, commercial. No lets
NOTHING BETTER than 6880.
NICEI_Y WOODED five acre' FOR SALE: 2 lots
1974 Buick Regal, exReasonable. 753-3406.
for freeestimate,Steve Shaw
in
Adams hard surfaced plow
estate easy for you!
too small. Also CIFy wall
oomesite.s
located
on
Baywood
Vista
1971
GAS
subdivision
MOBILE
cellent
,
753.9490,
home.
-or Bob Kemp 435- finishing
condition,
REGISTER
2 AKC
air,
ED Pug
points, regular plow points,
and
genenal
oiacktop road near lake. Any no.18 and no.19 on Lakeview
4343.
disk blades. Get our price bedroom, completely fur- puppies, these adorable pups
maintenance. Call Awaits
AM-FM radio, also 1972
of these attractively -priced
_
-- Painting, 354-8995.
1,4 ACRE LOT near Kentucky properties can be bought Road. $2000 each. Otis L.
before you buy. Vinson _ nished. avacado appliances, make real nice pets. 753-7438.
air
Chevy Impala in good
conditioned,
un- GREAT
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman, with a low down payment Rainey, 403 Edge Ave.,
Tractor Company,753-4892.
EXTERIOR AND interibr ROOFING,
DANE
and
ValparaiSo,
derpinnirtg, extra nice.14500.
FL
32580.
759-4677. Chilton and Hance and the balance
condition.
Labrador
painting, carpentry work shingles, water proofing ahd
Also
puppieS,
C.
AX
Call after 5,
financed Telephone(904)678-1396.
NEW 'TOBACCO scaffold Can 753 8177
Re
ty.
Parakeets, Cockatiels,
done,decks and porches built mobile homes. 15 years
over an extended period. FOR
wagons, double wide. 24' 753-9964. Must sell.
.. Canaries, -0-uckling
SALE: 2 wooded lots
and repaired, gutter cleaning experience. Call 435-4173.
-S. LARGE- T-Hit -E bedroll:Hsi -/°" C. Neubauer„Realtor, within
long. 1-886-6029 in HopkinGoSlings,
and
or
installation,
Lambs. ranch style home with two 111I7531.
small ROOF.INGNEW
Sycalti-Ore'Sf , 753-01137;- limits three _miles Cif city. 7976
sville after 6 pm.
Rt..
Has city water. Call
GRAND PR1X,Int,-AM--- - Oluitibiria: concreteROITALRIOPERTY
Paradise Kennels,753-4106.
walks, roof, Wilt-up houses.
SNAPPER MOWER bled
roof, "am(
and abet baths,living room,
753-1380 after 6 pm.
FM tape, power steering and patios, and driveways
also
INVESTI4BIT
LABRADO
REtRIEVE
R
R,
trailer roof coating. Call 753.
dining room, TV rocm and
26". X", 30", your choice
brakes.$3700. Call 489-2346.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM 3310. .
full blooded, 10 months old, family room. Healalator
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, -A
Mobile homes,
LINCOLN
CON- for free estimates.
30 ACRES OF land, also a 6 1973
female. Best offer. 345-2696.
Paris.
fireplace, heat pump, partial
WET BASEMENT?
TINENTAL, 4-door Sedan, FOR ALL your
foot Woody bushog. 436-5818.
located at -Riviera
lawn and make wet basements VIA
REGISTERED ST. Bernard
floor in attic storage area
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
(VW
Ak) ACRE FARM. 32 acres 58,000 miles, loaded with garden needs; breaking, work completely guarenteed
puppies, 6 weeks old. 753and ample storage cabinets
Court, all now rented.
512.99; 3 gallon, $13.99;
extras. $2500. Dr. Don -disking, mowing yard, call
.
timmber land, Goad 7 room Hughes,
in garage.. All appliances._
5696.
Call
or
wrtte
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
Morgan
Con
753-2622.
Each on natural gas,
492.8366
or
(901)
247-5665.
iarmliouse
,
including
deluxe
3
stove
OUt
with
buildings,
struction Co., Route 2, BIN
$29.99. Wallirr:r-Haretware.
WHITE MALE Persian cat
in good location. Call 437- 1970 MONTE CARLO. Call FLOOR PLANS drawn to 409A, Paducah,
fully furnished, air
porcelain toff cooking area
Paris.
with papers. 753-9928 after'5
KY 42001, or
492-8777.
(34.
icrb•
your
wave
and
In
oven,
specificati
ons.
753
,
4023.
call day or night, 1-442.70261.
pm.
conditio
ned,
TILLER, 5 HP with Brings
un1978 MONTE CARLO Lan- FRAMING OR finish
refrigerator,
dishwasher,
t43
ACRES,
car.
STATELI
WILL
_and...StratbarL..erigiQe, _Chain . derpinned. Excelle.nt
NE
DO
plumbing, heating
Wilson Real Estate is
washer and dryer. Property
4.REAL ESTATE._
road, New Providence. $650 dau, excellent condition, air, penter, rio lob too large or and air cooditioning, repairs
drive, $209.99. Wallin Harlirso-trittvcres-a•
28'- senior relocate' brokers
condition. Priced to
ern-acre,- -small- house,- geed- AM-FM stereo tape, power Small. Excellent references. and remodeling around the
dware. PariS.
greenhouse with concrete
water. A. Williams, Rt.8, Box windows; power door locks, -ran 7scr.1eeo,
home. 7512211:
sell.
with American Society. 517
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
cruise, tilt steering, 9,000
floor. Grounds professionally
LaCoste, Mobile, AL
to-ir
month guarantee, 6 volt 173
WILL
MOW
miles. 753-6471 anytime.
lawns
landscaped.
C.
John
Relocation
of
Brokers
36608.
(205)
649-3314.
amp, group 3 EH, $44.99, 12
Experienced,
mature,
Neubaulr, Realtor, 1111
MERCURY MARQUIS
Association
46.
HOMES
Inc.
With
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H.
FOR
SALE
dependable
0
. Call 492.8556.
station wagon,1975. 753-324.
Sycamore Street, (14uray,
list''
$44.99. Wallin Hardware, 12 x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2
KY. Home 753-7531 or 753nationwide connections
WILL DO house cleaning.
Contractor
Paris.
bath, living, dining, and 1975 PLYMOUTH, 2-000R
spec iCuJs two bedroom.
Call
0101, or call Linda Drake,
759.4547
to help you in real
family room with fireplace, hardtop Grand Fury, one
Svc. Co.
TRUCK TOOL boxes and centre' air, underpinning,
753-0492.
WILL STAY with -elderlySpecializing in removing
eat in kitchen, gas heat, near owner, lbaded with extras,
_stainless steel tail 'owe. tie-downs, storage shed. Call
lady, $300 per month. Phone
26,000 miles, like new. 753water
from
under, houses
Murray
•
436-2625
High,
or 474-2226
protectors. Vinson Tractor
81-1 Doran 6752. 527-9073.
Ways.
Wilson
at
(Engr. Work
Road. 753-8405.
Company,753 4892.
16 X 70 TWO BEDROOM,
LOVE AT
56. FREE COLUMN
12Ht
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms,. 1977 SILVER CORVETTE,
Comets Sidewalks
WEED EATER, Model 500 or furnished, gas heat, $3750.
FIRST SITE
loaded.
Call
435-4429.
FREE MANURE to fertilize
2'
2
baths,
living
Ca1115342
room,
507. $39.99. Why pay that high Call 753-3016.
dining
Cameros
63
/*Nos
or
your garden. Available at
Yes, you'll fall in love
room,
kitchen,
price when you can purchase 1974, 12 - X 70 TUFCO
study, 1978 THUNDERBIRD, LOW
Were Dmin Coast.
Plainview
mileage,
Stables, Cold.
full
power,
tilt, and
laundry, large family room
Model 2201 RotoShear tor MOBILE home, furnished 2
when you see this listing
Coexists Cerbs& Getters
water Road,753-0959.
NEED A carefree 2 bedroom with fireplace, heat pump, cruise. Call 489-2275.
Only $32.99. Wallin Hard- bedrooms, 2 full baths, un`130YD-MAJOirt
in Canterbury Estates.
home? Newly remodeled, well insulated, 2 years old, SO. USED TRUCKS
4S I
'Quality Controled
57. WANTED
ware, Paris.
inned with largi porch,
compretely carpeted, and Gatesborough. 759-1149.
WAITED: HOUSE to rent,
' REAL ESTATE
Contractors'
1978 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
WHEEL EA RELOW5,--415.811, 7450. 753.8260. Located at 215 ,This home features 3
brand
new
beating
system,
near campus. Have excellent' .
iveria Courts.
Wayne Jottnston 489-2506
$29.99, 539.99 AND $49.99.
I
bedrooms, 244 baths, 2.
753-8080 plus lots of extras. Located in BY OWNER: Lovely three 4 wheel drive, short wheel
references. Call after 5 oat
Ronald Kirks 436-2319
bedroom brick with garage base, wheels, tires,.., and
- Wallin Hardware, Paris.
M. MOB.HOME RENTS
city
school district...low and
car garage, redwood
753.6400.
paved drive. Spacious accessories, low mileage.
PrutesawnaISerottes
22. MUSICAL
520's. Dial 753 1492...offered
TWO BEDROOM
fenced backyard. Priced in 753-0879.
deck, covered concreteWith The Friendly Touch
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
MARSHALL AMP,50 watt, 4 home. Call 474.8805 after 5
30's.
Call
753-9265.
1976 CHEVROLET SCOTpatio, And cedar fenced
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
years old, excellent con- -pm.
BY-OWNER, 8 room house, TSDALE pickup, excellent
WANT TO START
dition, $500. Call 759.4540 and TWO BEDROOM,641 South,
rear yard for privacy.
partically
condition,
furnished,
one
new
owner,
40,000
ask for Don.
Ain's, Auction &
YOUR
$150.753-8681.
OWN
NEW OFFICE HOURS • •
Don't buy until you have
bedroom suite, living room, miles, good gas mileage,
Closed'All Da Wed.
BUSINESS??
Realty Sales
new wood stove, kitchen set, $3150. Call.189.2595.
This
seen this one. Priced at
Monday-Fr
StttfirT
7:30-Noon
iday
COt
SHRIFT
SaturdaN'7
captain's
chairs on roifers, 1970 EL CAM I NO,
30 til 5:041
building on S. 4th
$62,500. Phone 753-1222,
.'1,.r Realtor- •
.a
drapes,
new
MCI 14611 CUT 51.50
washer, automatic, power
• .
PRICE SHAVE Si 25
Street with business
refrigerator, range, lot 100 x power steering, air,brakes,
Kopperud Realty.
$1275.
For hospital I house calls please cell 753.3665 on* doe in od._arefrosst,
Call 492-8850_ _ Phone 7534780.The City of Murray has a vacancy at the city landfill
'ten-Tenn
No realtors please.
Wiry Mak foreSest:
"
"
0
area
in
back
and
1974 FORD VAN, excellent
for the position of heavy equipment operator.
FOR SALE by owner: 3 cdtftlition, new brakes,
possible living area
HEMMED IN? The open
Salary will be comensurate with experience and inbedroom brick, close to transmission, and tires.
spaciousness of this one floor
upstairs could be the
college, city school district, Power steering, power
plan mbkes the kitchen,
cludes retirement, hospitalization and vacation
answer
to
economical
your
gas heat. Large brakes. Call Rich, 762-3787
needs.
dining area, and living room
benefits. Applications may be obtained at the City
lot with trees, fenced back days,753.6216 evenings.
Building is on 100' x
practically one large room
yard with outside storage.
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building and will be acat
with beamed catttedi7il
250' lot. Call Today
1978 JEEP CJ-5, VS, 3 speed,
Call 753-2604.
ceiling and indirect lighting
J & J Apartments No. 19
cepted until May 10, 1979, 5:00 p.m. The City of
10000 actual miles.$4900. 1934
For Details. Boyd
The 3 bedrooms are in a quiet
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom brick Ford pickup. truck 317,
Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer 'separate wing...add 1 .
Saturday April 28
Majors Real Estate,
house, large living room, 11'2 automatic, custom painted
3 bath
and call now to see this very
baths.
operating under an Affirmative Action Plan.
Located in Allen by Jim Defew. $5000. Call
105 N. 12th St.
8:00-?
clean attractive and well
subdivision near Cadiz, KY. 759-4492.
.
Jerry Wallace,Superintendent
cared -for home...75,3
Phone 489-2564.
1968 JEEPSTER COM
Catch /s Falling
1492...offered
by
boretta
FOR SALE by owner: 3 or 4 MANDER, 4 wheel drive.
Furniture, AM-FM radio, clothing, toys, make-up,
Jobs Realtors
.Price Tag
bedroom house, lt/n baths, 1 1970 Chevrolet pickup, V8.
odds
and ends.
INFLATION CAN help you if
acres,
1000 gallon fuel tank. 436.2400 after 4 pm.
Knd mow into this
you
buy
this
income
753-676.I.
Ely path" yew be..la the POW vittli
CAMPERS
SI.
decorated
3 FOR SALE: Very nice older
neatly
producing properly at 1101
OWENS/CORNING flaIRGLASS
Main Street. .3 apartments
bedroom, 2 bath home house close to town and on 1977 CHEVROLET BLAZER
Get the facts from the Leader in
Insulation Research, Technology,
Charlet, 4 wheel drive
presently
rented
with
main
and Energy.Coluservation.
that is less than a year beautiful lot. 3 bedrooms, 2 camper,
with
house to live in or rent
stove,baths, large kitchen. 753South 12th It.Sycamore
Int,"fille-eefrek.efficienthomet_
refrigerator, „healer, -540.k,
Possible, sealititio Oittimer
old. Such extras- as top 62731 - •
v.-ern t your oe
• '
•
•117711R7tor.
sleeps
759-1027.
four.
Ft--E-P44064-7-5-3-1-4904-quality' 41.all
wall
at $49,500. The Nelson Shroat
FOR
--Prowter
KENTUCKY-TENNESSE INSULATION INi.
Pine Bluff Shores is
carpeting. thermopane baths. For more details call. campingALEt---20-Co-759.1707.
trailer. 753-1986.
INDUSTRIAL ROAD
the location of ells
windows and central 753-5167.
.PROWLER, NUMBER 1
TWO BEDROOM house for
A REAL bargain! You
really
neat, two
MURRAY, KY.
heat and air for only sale by owner at 502 N 5th seller in America. 27 floor
decorate...bring your - own
plans to choose from. We
bedroom home with
Ph...:(Days)763-03110(Night)436-4527
436,900. Make your Street. Can be seen by ap have
paint brush anddo your own
one just right for your
pOintment.
753-3058
Call
after
thing.
basement.
finished
In
Maintenance free
family, Arrowhead Camper
move todk and be the 4 tarn.
aluminum. VI:ling...storm
Sales,
80 E.
the front is a beautiful
proud owner of this fine THREE BEDROOM, 2 Mayfield,Highway
doors and windows...located
KY. 247-8187.
view
of
Kentucky
on 1,2 acre m 1 and priced to
fenced
yard, STARCRAFT AND
home located in Kirksey baths,
Road
sell. Ca11.753 1492...offered by
Lake. At the back you
Ts(Pinmunity. Phone -fireplace, assumable VA Range Dealer,,, traval
Loretta Jobs Realtors
loan. 753-3710 after 6 pm
trailors,
5th
wheels,
walk down to your own
and
Kopperud Realty, 753- 47. MOTORCYCLES
popup. Both new and used,private cove. More
1222. We are members 1972 HONDA CL 350.753 6403. -Complete line; parts and
than worth the price of
accessories, hitches, brakes,
of Multiple Listing 1976 HONDA MAT I C 750, and
lights; installed. White's
$27,500.00!
excellent condition; new tires
Service Camper Sales, located East
and chain Call 767-2348
94 . highway toward Ken
1973 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder
Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753Call 436-2400 after 4 pm
0605.
MUST SELL! 1976 Honda TRAVEL TRAILER, located
About how to decorate your bathroom?
BOYD MAJORS
.
"
750. Top running connitiOn. in Ken Lake trailer park.
$1250
, REAL ESTATE
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on 49413. or best offer. Call 753, Highway 94, 100 yards from
Kea:Lake.
conditioned
753-8080
the market today, and everybody screaming NEW 1979 250 YZ. 500 gas electric,Air and phone.,
Phone
Yamaha,
4748843.
new,
dressed.
like
Professional Services
'that their's is the best.'
50 cc- ldeljet, new Also a 52. BOATS &MOTORS
With The Friendly Touch•
for sale for long 1971 BOAT
Before you decide, come see our marble camper
wheel base truck Ctill after 6 Runabout, AND motor. 14,44
GREET THE SPRING
walk through
display. We think it speaks for itself. We pm,492 8656.
--- windshield, 50 hp Mercury
. . . With a delightful
1976 750 SUZUKI with win
motor. Good for fishing or
think you will agree.
lakeview
dshield, oil cooler, touring skitng. Call 753 77914_
cottage.
seat, air Shocks, touring
Completely furnished
handle bars, 4,000 _m iles 759
Put.an end to your confusion at.
on a large wooded Id
- •
at a price that makes
1975 ZUSUKI OT 180. ex
sense to your budget.
cellent condition Calf 753
7853.
.DON'T DELAY ...We're Makin Toe feel At Nome
16' Starcraft Runabout
,411. AUTO.SERVICE
CALL US TODAY!
with 85 horsepower
CAR BATTER(ES, 24 month Boyd Majors Real
So 9th St
75 5719 guarentee, $27'.88 36^ month
Mercury motor. Has
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
simarentee,:so amp, $26 99. 60
Dilly trailer. Call aftermonth, guarentee, 95 amp,.
"Quality That Will Please.
4 p.m. 753-0688.
$36.99. Wallin Hard:vase,
Paris.

lig Savings ea all cash
and carry home furnishings. Chock with us
before you buy.

er,
Pel

Carroway
Furniture

ch,
eet,
:30
on
the

ect

Kelley's Termite
& Pest

1

Cky
The
ing

od"
Bow
0:30
as

29. HEATING 8. COOLING
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 7539104.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT new 2 bedroom
townhouse apartment. All
carpet, range, refrigerator,
dishwasher,
disposer,
washer and dryer hookeP,'
central air Call 7537550.
NICE FURNISHED apar
tment on N 18th Street Call
753.55 after 6 pm
TWO FURNISHED one
bedroom apartments for
summer and fall terms.
Deposit and rent payable by
the semester. Phone 753.2964
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOMS for rent,
girls only. 753-3313 or 753

43. REAL ESTATE

WATERFRONT LOTS
3
very nice waterfront lots
with gradual slope to the
water
Over -150 feet of
waterfrontage These are to
be sold as one The three lots
are listed at $25,000 The
Nelson Shroat Co , 759 1707

4z.4.25z1, 410„14:13vrbyf.ree
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REGISTERED, PROFESSIONAL

NURSES
NEEDED AT

Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital

Confused

I.

HOME.

7-3 with rotation, 3-11,. or 11-7.

Competitive salaries and benefits.
.Individualized refr=esher program
available. 6 "Math - iiitenship
available for new,graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext, 154 - Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An Equal Or
portunity Employer.

Thornton Tile
And Marble

FOR
SALE

753 1492

200 Sycamore
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Tenth Annual Arts And Crafts Festival Set In L131.
June 16-17

The 10th annual land Between The
Lakes Arts and Crafts Festival will
take place from 9 a.m. to dusk June 16
and 17 at the Environmental Education
Certer in Land Between The Lakes.
The Festival is sponsored by TVA and
The Murray Art Guild.
Approximately 20,500 people attended the 1978 Festival when more
than 220 artists and craftsmen
exhibited and sold their work.
This year more prizes have been

added, with one section to be judged
There will be two juried sections,
and displayed on Saturday and the
with an entry fee of $2 per work, in
second section to be judged and
addition to the exhibitor fee, and a limit
displayed on Sunday. Musical enof two entries per section per exhibitor
tertainment will also be provided both
Entries will be exhibited for judging in
days, with a fiddler's contest planned, a tent near the registration
table. All
since it proved to be such an attraction
entries in the juriea section must be
at last year's Festival. Civic
pre-registered by May 21. All work
organizations will again be operating
must lie original and completed after
concession stands.
January 1, 1977.
Applications to exhibit at the Festival
One juried section includes twowill be screened by the Murray Art
dimensional paintings of any medium.
a
Guild. Application information has
These entries must be delivered in
been mailed to previous exhibitors, and
person by 9 a.m. Saturday, June V.
the screening process is now uncle: Prizes will be award
ed at tba, bandway. Only original works of art by the
stand at 3 p.m., and entries will be on
(Continued From Page One
exhibi
tor,
such as paintings, sculpdisplay until 4:30 p.m.
Nunn said that this is effective in trying
tures, pottery, textiles, glass, wood,
Works must be equipped with a
to reach voters of specific groups.
photography and metals will be achanger. 'The juror will be Lendon
his,.speech..... the former
cepted. No manufactured goods or
Hamilton, executive_ At,ectr.
governor held an informal press conitems made from kits, such as jewelry,
as
Arts Council. There will • one
ference and voiced opinions on the
first":
printed needlework, decoupage, copies
place prize of $150, two second-place
campaign and several issues.
of paintings, or anything made totally
prizes of $75 each, and two third-place
Nunn said that he has not thought
from manufactured parts will be acprizes of $50 each. There will also be
much about the Democrats. "It's a
cepted. Photomechanically reproduced
three honorable mention ribbons
cloie race and everyone has adprints may be exhibited only when the
awarded.
vantages and disadvantages. I just
original painting is on display.
The other juried section includes all
want to wait until the fight is over
The entry fee before May 21 is $10.
crafts, which must be handcrafted,
with," he commented.
After May 21 the fee will be $12. The
including works in fiber, glass, clay,
In his new administration, Nunn said
1979 festival will be limited to a - leather, metal, or wood.
he would have education as his number
No kit crafts of
maximum of 250 exhibitors. The
any kind will be accepted. These entries
one priority, along with rural roads and
Murra
y Art Guild will award $950 in
must be delivered in person by 9 a.m.
controlling government waste.
prizes.
Sunday, June 17. Prizes will be
In controlling waste, he said that he
The best booth will be chosen by a
awarded at the bandstand at 3 p.m. and
would get rid of wasteful people, people
committee from the Guild, based on the
entries will be on display until 4:30 p.m.
who were not aaeded and list all
design and overall appearance of the
The juror will be Bill Rummel,
priorities.
booth as related to the art or craft director for Research and
In reviewing his old administration,
Development
exhibited. The prize for the best booth for the Joe L. Evan
he sited these pos'itive points: a
s Appalachian
will be $50.
Center for Crafts'. There will be one
— the first four-year college in fifty
years was fundea and built in north
Kentucky and five new community
colleges opened.
i Continued From Page One)
— elementary and secondary schools
Waterfield, Frankfort; Judge Marion
received a record increase in funded;
Chicago; and June Bushart Norris
— four new turnpikes were built, and;
E. Burks, Chicago; and Dr. Richard
August, retired Internal Revenue
Max Shackelford, Madison, Wisc.,
— all four of the state's mental health
Service attorney, Marco Island, Fla.
animal nutrition researcher.
hospitals were officially accredited for
Also, Frank Ellis, president of a food
the first time in history.
Also, Dr. James Rocker Mason,
and agriculture consulting firm in
Concerning rural roads, Nunn said
Terre Haute, Ind., educator; Dr. Joe
Arlington,. Vaa; R. William Taylor,
that west Kentucky rural roads had
Morgan, president emeritus Austinexecutive vice-president and general
been neglected and that he would fund
Peay State University; Mrs. Dorothy
manager of the Society of Manufacroad repairs. He also said that during
White Harkins, Richmond, Ky.,
turing Engineers, Dearborn, Mich.
;
his first administration, more rural
educator; William Harold Riddle, Los
Harry W. Wilson, retired special agent
Angeles, Calif., actor; Dr. Van Bogard
roads were'built than in the last eight
with the Federal Bureau . of
years.
Dunn, -minister and educator,
Investigation, Bellevue, Wash.;
Delaware, Ohio; Dr. L.J. liortin,
He added that he wished he could
Rayburn Watkins, Louisville, executive
have done more as governor but in
Murray, professor emeritus of jourvice-president of Associated Industries
seeking the office again, his goal is to
nalism, Murray State; Dr. Donald M.
of Kentucky; and State Senator Pat
Prince, vice-president, Rand-McNally,
put integrity back into the position.
McCuiston, banker, Pembroke, Ky.

Nunn...

I Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral For Mrs.
Emerson Set Today

Darrell Elkins, 68; of
Dexter, died Friday following
an apparent heart attack at
his home.
Mr. Elkins ia survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Rex
r Polly ) Chadwick, Dexter,
Mrs. -William 1.Linda I Ahart,
Dexter and Mrs. Don
Mildred) Thorne, Chicago;
four sons, Alvin. Bill and
Russell Elkins of Dexter and
Frank Elkins of Benton; a
sister, Mrs. Merle White.
Bruceton, Tenn.; and two
brothers, Dallas Elkins of.
Dexter and Cecil Elkins of
Murray. Also surviving are 20
grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.
Funeral arrangements,
which are incomplete at this
time, are being handled by
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
Friends .may call at ;the
funeral home after 1 p.m.
today.

The only restrictions have to do with
size, which must be between 2 feet by 4
feet minimum and 3 feet by 8 feet
maximum, and materials, which must
be weatherproof. Banners must be
finished on both sides, either with a
design on both sides or only on the front
with a covering on the back. They must
be designed to hang vertically and
include a one-half-inch wooden dowel
rod at the top for hanging. Banners will
be hung on horizontal wires for display.

The banner contest may
be entered
by non-exhibitors, with one
banner per
individual or group
fee is $2. Group entered. The entry
s such as SCh006,
churches, Girl or Boy
Scouts might find
this a good project. The choic
e
design, anc, subject matte of color,
r is to be
deiaded by the entrant.

Banners must have been made after

Faineral services for Mrs.
Rhoda Emerson will be held
today (Saturday) at two p.m.
at the Chapel of the RiainekColeman Funeral Home with
Dr. Jerrell White and Rev.
Homer Armstrong officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as
-Organist and soloist.
.•
a ,
Pallbearers will be J.B.
RECEIVES BARS — Fred T. Hart, Jr., formerly of
Bell, Rupert Emerson, Don
Hazel,
receiving his Captain's bars from the commander of the
Stewart, Ricky Stewart,
306th Medical Company (UR) in Nashville,
Jimmy Bell, and David
Tennessee.
CPT Hart is the Training Officer for the unit and the Tett
Nance. Burial will follow in
Control Officer for all Medical MOS's in the
the Outland Cemetery..
Nashville
area.
Mrs. Emerson, 73, died at
6:30 p.m. Wednesday, in Gross
Pointe, Mich., where she
resided and was a member of
the Good News Baptist
Church. She was formerly of
Calloway County and was the
Murray State University
Merbler, assistant
widow of Claude Emerson who
professor
through the Department of
of special education at
died in 1959._ —
SISU;
Chile
Studi
es,, Career
Dr. Lewis Bossing, direct
aaST1i'V1V0-ts
or of
include
a Educitian and the Western
elementary eduaatarn
daughter,
Miss
at
Hilda Kentucky Association for the
MSU; Betty Gore,
Emerson of Gross Pointe,
kmEducation of Young Children
derga
rten
teacher of the
mother-in-law, Mrs. Emma
will conduct a conference
Calloway Coiinty. school
Emerson of Murray; sister,
s; Dr.
entitled 'Early Childhood
Jill O'Brien,
Mrs.
George
assistant
Nanney; Education: lareoting
professor of speech
the Needs
brothers, Rufus and Clifford
and
of the Young Child' from 8:30 theatre Jit
MSU. Norma
Outla
nd
all
of
Rt.
6
Murray; am.- to 3:30 p.m. Satur
Mrs. Lilly Lamb,82, of Rt. 2
day, Frank, learher. Murra
y
Hazel, died Friday at 1:55 and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Opal Apri1.28.
-public schools and
Carr
of
Savan
nah,
Tenn;
Jo‘ce
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
The featured speaker- and
Munro, president of
the
County Hospital.
workshop leader will be Dr. Kentucky
Associatian for Hi
She is survived by a son, Joe
Walter J. Sanders, professor Education of
Young (hill:.
Pat Lamb, Rt. 3 Murray and a
of elementary education at
brother, Tay P. l'alc„Daugal,
'Indiana Slate University,
Olive Street, Murray.
Sanderiss a national authority
Red Cross Volunteers in the in mathematics and in recent
Two grandchildren, Vicki
- Pat Lamb and Eddie Claes library of the Murray aeara has focused on
young
and one great-grandchild, Calloway County Hospital are children
learning
in need of magazines and mathematics.
Lisa Clees, also survive.
Funeral services will be paperback books for the
He will be assisted by Judy
An assembly on drug
held at 2 p.m. Sunday in the patients. There is a large Whitten, director of
;11)w.e,
the
featu
ring three inniale ff-,7r1
Chapel of the J. H. Churchill demand
for
women's Mtirray Head Start.
a
the
Eddyville
Funeral, Home with Bro. John magazines.
Other workshop leaders- Penit
entiary, will at.
.a
Dale officiating. Burial will
Anyone who has any,books include Martha . Pitm
an, 8:30 a.m. Month,
follow in Murray Memorial or magazines they would like Murray public schools;
James Calloway County
Gardens.
to donate, can bring them by Stickler, assistant professor
•
of gymnasium, Jerry
Mrs. lanib was a member the hospital mail room or the art at MSU; Dr. Allen Beane
,.\
, school principal stated
of Green Plains Church af Red Cross office, third floor, assistant professor
—
of special
The public is invit.:a (a
Christ.
Courthouse Building.
the
eduiation at MSU; Dr. John assem
bly, Ainley add';)

Childhood Education Seminar
Being Held On Campus Today

Mrs. Lilly Lamb,
82, Dies Friday

Books, Magazines
_Needed At Hospital

Asiembly On Drug

Abuse Set At CCHS

Aim Ally mem allim

July 1, 1978, and delivered or mailed to
the Murray Art Guild or the Land
Between The Lakes office of TVA by
June & The judge will be Bill Rummel.
Prizes will be $50 for Brat place, $25 for
second place, and $15 for third place.
Any person interested in exhibiting or
entering a juried section may obtain
further information and entry application by calling or visiting the
Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth
Street, phone 753-9085. The Guild is
open Tuesday through Saturday from
noon to 4 p.m.

Gubernatorial Hopefuls Discuss
Tax Issues Across State Friday

By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Taxes were a subject of
dicussion by
gubernatorial hopefuls from
both
parties as the candidates heade
d into
another weekend of cdmpa
igning for
the May 29 primary.
A Democratic candidate for
governor
talked Friday about tax reduc
tions for
low and middle-income famil
ies, and a
Republican said he planned a
tax break
for veterans.
Other Democrats talked about
coal
and about waste in gove
rnment
spending.
Democrat John Y. Brown Jr.
held
news conferences in Louisx
ille and
Lexington to set forth his tax propo
sals.
Former Republican Gov. Louie
Nunn
held a Lexington news confe
rence to
tallt about a tax break and other
help he
would give veterans and later in
the day
held a press conference in Murray
prior
to speaking on the Murray
State
University campus.
Former Louisville Mayor Harve
y
Sloane, campaigning
for
the
Democratic nomination in Jefferson,
Nelson, Marion, Washington and
Taylor counties, said a Nunn proposal
to challenge the federal strip mine
law
in court was irresponsible.
Among other Democrats, U.S. Rep.
Carroll Hubbard campaigned
in
Fayette, Jessamine,- Garrard, Woodford and Shelby counties; George
Atkins- visited Benton. Fulton, Owensboro anti Gilbertsville; Terry
_McBrayer made appearances in
•Owensboro and Shelbyville, and
Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall visited Martin and
Johnson counties.
Republican Ray White made stops in
Owensboro and Lexington.

MSU Alumni_••

Darrell Elkins Dies
Friday At Age 68

first-place prize of $150, two secon
dplace prizes of $75 each, and two thirdplace prizes of $50 each. There
will also
be three honorable mention ribbons
awarded.

MeBrayer
Gov. Julian Carroll used a Friday
campaign appearance in Ashland in
support of Terry' McBrayer's bid for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination
to blast the other candidates in the
race.
Carroll said he is supporting
McBrayer for the nomination because
he believes that the former commerce
commissioner in the only candidate
with sufficient maturity and experience
to fill the demands of the office.
Carroll said that the people of Kentucky "were sick" because they elected
Hubbard to Congress, and called the
western Kentucky hopeful "one of the
most insincere individuals I've ever
worked with"
Carroll termed Brown "a bored
millionaire who wants to be governor."
Sloane "is a nice guy, but has no experience in state government," Carroll
added.
. Carroll derided the candidacy of
Atkins, saying that the mayor of Atkins'

home town Flopkinsville and the
judge-executive of Atkins' home county
(Christian) have endorsed McBrayer.
As for Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall,
Carroll said he "loved"her and added:
"I love her so much, the next time I go
out of the state I'm taking her with
me."
The remark was an obvious reference
to some actions taken by Mrs. Stovall
when she was acting governor in
Carroll's absence from the state.
Hubbard
Hubbard criticized what he said was
wasteful spending by the state administration.
"A good example of wasting tax
revenues is the revelation that the
state, for 11 months, paid rent for
property in Frankfort that had already
been purchased by the state," he said at
a news conference in Lancaster.
Hubbard said Kentucky, with its
many
natural
resources and
agricultural products, needs to take the
lead in developing alternate .energy
sources such as gasohol.
This is the weekend to give *up that
hour you gained last October
betause deylight-saving time begins
at 2 a.m. Sunday in most portions of
the United States.
Set the clock ahead one hour when
you go to bed tonight and daylightsaving time will be set when you
wake up Sunday morning.
Daylight time will be in effect until
the last Sunday in October, when you
get back that Sour again.
Arizona, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands, American Samoa
and the portion of Indiana in the
eastern time zone will remain on
standard time through the summer.

Daylight
Sayings Time
begins Sunda!,-; .
wi v"our'aticks .11-1,4(1 one
hour
S,Itordav night r.. ,,• you go to hed

%MI=
lk
•

a

While you're out of town on vacation,
you needn't worry about our paper stacking
.1 up on you're-front steps advertisin-g-the
fact that you're gone. You also needn't
miss all the hometown news. You're business is important to us and we can change
our schedule to fit your vacation needs.
-We can send the paper to you or save them
for your return. And,if you want us to stop
and restart it, We can do that too. We are a
service and we want your business.

Just tell your carrier or call 753-1916
T. P. Delaney, Circulation Mgr.
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asThe First Chevy Of The 80's Chevy Citation
Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine LM.-Parts
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

Telephone
753-2617
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